SURFACE MOUNT CONSTRUCTION

"Neapolitan" Variable Frequency Oscillator to build

REVIEWS:
VHF/UHF ALINCO HANDHELD WITH DTMF SELECTIVE CALLING

"HANDIPACKET" PORTABLE TNC
No compromises from Pac-Comm
THE COMPANY THAT BRINGS YOU THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY - FIRST!

SALES HOTLINE 021 552 0073 and HELpline 021 552 0051 (Office Hours)

ANOTHER RAYCOM PACKAGE

The TOKYO HX240 HF Transverter when coupled to an all-mode 2m rig will give you 50W on 80 to 10m. RAYCOM have put together this unique unit with the new YAESU FT290RII.

IT WORKS GREAT!

FT290R II £429.00
TOKYO HX240 £249.00
1/2 Size G5RV £14.95
12 Amp PSU £59.95
Nicads & Wall Charger £31.30
Total regular price £784.20

RAYCOM PACKAGE £699.00
YOU SAVE £85.20!

Includes ALL D.C. and Co-ax leads

EXCELLENT HF AND VHF STARTER PACK
COME IN AND TRY IT FOR YOURSELF - YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED

FULL RANGE OF YAESU AND ICOM ALSO STOCKED

HP100E/AR1000

Exclusive to RAYCOM
Short wave converter Module
Made in the UK by AKD
Coverage 200KHz to 30MHz

HP100E with converter £299.00
HP100E no converter £249.00
Converter only £59.00

NOTE
HP100/AR1000 not purchased from RAYCOM requires modification to work with the converter

Cost £15.00

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED, INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON RD, OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS B69 4RA. TEL 021-544-6767, Fax 021-544-7124, Telex 336433 IDENT. G.

RAYCOM gives you more BUYING POWER
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED BC, ACCESS, OWERS. INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1000 (SUBJECT TO STATUS) WITH RAYCOM CREDIT CARD A 35% INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON CERTAIN ITEMS AT MRP. CALL FOR MORE DETAILS.

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED

Telephone 021 - 544 6767

THE UK SCANNER EXPERTS

WE HAVE SECURED LIMITED QUANTITIES OF THE NEW ICOM SCANNERS DIRECT FROM JAPAN - HURRY TO RESERVE YOURS NOW!

The FANTASTIC ICOM ICR1 and ICR100

IC-R1 500KHz to 1300 MHz £399.00
IC-R100 500KHz to 1800 MHz £499.00

OTHER HIGH QUALITY SCANNERS FROM RAYCOM

BEARCAT UBC 50/55XL 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £99.95
10 memories, channel review, including FREE charger worth £4.95
BEARCAT BC 70XLT 66-88/136-174/406-512MHz £149.99
20 memories, full frequency display, with FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
BEARCAT UBC 100XLT 66-88/115-174/406-512MHz £199.99
100 memories, airband, search, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
200 memories, top of the range, including FREE car charger kit worth £4.50
100 memories, 5 search bands, including FREE mains adapter worth £4.95
NEW JUPITER MVT 6000 mobile £299.00
25 to 550 MHz and 800 to 1300MHz, 100 Memories
JUPITER MVT 5000 hand-held £249.00
25 to 550MHz and 800 to 1300MHz, 100 Memories
AOR 3000 base Limited Supplies available £699.00
0 1 to 2036 MHz, 400 memories, LSB/USB/CW/WFM/NFM/AM

MANY OTHER TYPES AND MODELS STOCKED - NEW AND USED
SEND AN SAE FOR OUR LATEST USED LIST

URGENTLY WANTED - USED SCANNERS AND HAM GEAR, WORKING OR NOT.

ICOM IC-R7000

Listen to weather, fire, coastguard, TV, airband and many, many more. Wide frequency coverage provides you with all the channels you need to become a VHF and UHF listener. Frequency coverage is guaranteed from 25 to 1300MHz, but may exceed on individual units to 2GHz! Features include:
- USB, LSB, FM, FM-N, AM
- 99 memory channels, keypad entry
- Optional infra-red remote control
- 60 options for a free scan and delay
- Optional voice synthesizer
- Six tuning steps
- Sensitivity < 0.3µV for 10dB SINAD

Save £108! Raycom price £925

YAESU FRG9600

9600 standard 60-905MHz £469.00
9600 Mikl 60-950MHz £499.00
9600 Mikl pack 60-950MHz £545.00
9600 Mikll 0.2-950MHz £625.00
9600 MiklV pack 0.2-950MHz £599.00
Standard to Mikl Upgrade £40.00
Standard to MiklV Upgrade £149.00
Mikl to MiklV Upgrade £129.00
 Packs include PSU and ROYAL 1300!

Why not take advantage of the RAYCOM Credit Card and spread the payment for that scanner you've always wanted. Example: Yaesu FRG9600 MKV package £70 deposit and £28 per month (APR 36%). Call for a quote and written details! Licensed credit broker.

RAYCOM Credit Card and spread the payment for that scanner you've always wanted. Example: Yaesu FRG9600 MKV package £70 deposit and £28 per month (APR 36%). Call for a quote and written details! Licensed credit broker.

CHARGE IT!

Why not take advantage of the RAYCOM Credit Card and spread the payment for that scanner you've always wanted. Example: Yaesu FRG9600 MKV package £70 deposit and £28 per month (APR 36%). Call for a quote and written details! Licensed credit broker.

Charge it!

OPTIONAL VHF/UHF SCANNERS

ICOM IC-R1 £329.00
ICOM IC-R10 £429.00
ICOM IC-R7000 £699.00
ICOM IC-R100 £799.00
ICOM IC-R100 £999.00

Included FREE Royal 13001

Junction 2 OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS B69 4RJ. TEL 021-544-6767, Fax 021-544-7124, Telex 336433 IDENT. G.
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Letter of the Month

As one of the amateurs who has been graced with some 62 years of the many changes in amateur radio, having operated the many modes of transmission over the many years, and from 1946 having been almost 100% operational on the vhf/uhf bands:

Two points emerge re these bands, (a) the one is the oft-repeated term, "he is a black box operator", the second (b) is, where do the amateurs who use these bands disappear to unless there is an opening? (c) Having been averse to the "black box" emergence in its earlier days, due to my own involvement in amateur radio in which prototype and hopefully a workable model would appear, I did not have an interest in QSOs with the "black box" users.

That was my mistake!

As the constructor type of operator reduced in number on vhf and uhf, one had recourse to having QSOs with those operators with "black box" gear. Previous listening had only resulted in hearing very general remarks, single reports and in certain cases information exchanges on a social basis.

However, with a period of time and a deeper interest in the "man at the other end", one has an insight on the often hidden interest and equipment of the other operator, and to my surprise, it leads to those who had some of the most updated and sophisticated gear, weather recording apparatus, satellite and tape recorders, sun noise equipment, etc, plus. The use of computers for so many applications that to list any many leave the more important ones out!

One of my own interests in recent times has centered on high technology rf measuring equipment, and again having broken ground with a "black box man!", found a very stimulating common interest. The above comments may be well-known and understood by many of the vhf/uhf operators, in my case it has come in the last few years. In the case of the word "amateur" this can be so for the earlier call signs but surely the operators who are commented on above deserve another name!

As a vhf/uhf band operator for many years, I recall the period of time in which for any part of 24 hours one could have a QSO on 2 metres, and many exchanges when 70cm appeared. Some five years ago ten or fifteen exchanges could take place on 23cm, leading to tests on 13cm; some mornings there would be six or eight possible QSOs on 13cm.

Most of the above comments are well known, which leads to the point of interest: there has been in the last three to four years a dramatic reduction of band usage. Thereby arises the question, where do the operators transfer their interests, so many in a relatively short space of time? Furthermore, why? I have read rather short comments in various mags, etc., but to date no indication of the reasons and why such large number; the one factor common to all of the above comments is that most of the band operators still have their vhf/uhf gear!

This is clearly answered by the numbers on any vhf/uhf band if there is an "opening", therefore they must be in the shack and monitoring the frequencies. What then has happened to the many excellent and enjoyable QSOs that did use band-space, with plenty of interesting technical support work, and again what is the reason for lack of band-usage?

I have discussed this matter with many amateurs, at rallies and radio clubs, on the air and by letter exchange. Most of what emerged was:

- Changed occupation. New car.
- Moved house. No room for shack or aerials. Went mobile.
- Moved to 6 metres (I lost 20 contacts on vhf/uhf when 6m came on the air.) Passed morse test. No band co-operation.
- Entered amateur TV interest. Building gear (mostly for club vhf/uhf operation.) Black box gear too expensive. No longer construction. Amateur radio becoming too expensive. Transferring interest to HF bands. Too many children!

- There may be many more reasons, so, fellow operators, what are they?

  - Arc & Spark, Wolverhampton.

We have heard quite a lot about bad operating driving amateurs off 2m; how about the rest of the story?

Thermal Runaway

I dispute G3XSE's statements in his project in the April issue of HRT that vmos transistors do not suffer from thermal runaway. They do, and I enclose copies of two of the tests I have undertaken.

The aim of these tests was to find out what I could do with vmos, and I tested several types to destruction. These tests indicated that vmos transistors do suffer from thermal runaway and they must have heatsinks.

— Roy T Oxley, Pontefract.

Yes, you are right. There is a misconception that power mos devices do not suffer from thermal runaway, because the saturated ON resistance has a positive temperature coefficient. So, if a device is in saturation, and dissipation warms it up, then the voltage across it will increase (assuming that the current stays more or less constant) and the dissipation will increase. This will make it hotter which will increase resistance which will increase the temperature, and so on. However, if power fets are used in parallel in the saturated mode, this effect will provide for good current sharing, which fact is of relevance to switched mode power supplies and other circuits.

The other parameter of relevance, the pinchoff voltage, has a negative temperature coefficient. This means that if a power mosfet is used in the linear mode and it gets warm, the current will increase, which will warm it up, and thermal runaway can occur.

Despite this, the author is correct in stating that power mosfets are sturdier than equivalent bipolar transistors. The main reason is that there is no mosfet equivalent of second breakdown. Here is the hand waving explanation as to why: bipolar transistors in parallel do not share current evenly. A large junction can be imagined as several smaller ones all in the same place, from which reasoning one can see that current distribution over the junction is not necessarily even.

Therefore peak levels of dissipation which one might expect a bipolar transistor to handle can overstress a small area of junction, giving rise to a progressive failure. The
channel of a mosfet, on the other hand, is bulk resistive in nature, and carries its current more evenly.

Even where thermal runaway can occur, it is not particularly frequent in this type of device, and G3XSE’s vmos project works as stated. Some devices may blow up the odd circuit if the specifications add up in that direction. — G3YZW.

Dear Aunty...

I do hope you can help me. I have an operating problem and no-one else seems prepared to give me a meaningful answer.

Now, I studied quite hard to pass my RAE, but with a little application I gained a good pass. The morse test was rather more trouble, but I finally passed on the third attempt. With these hurdles cleared, I know I might make a competent amateur eventually, provided I study and practice.

But there is one aspect of ‘phone operating which seems to come perfectly naturally to so many of my fellows, yet at which I experience great difficulty. Can someone please teach me how to waffle ceaselessly for ten minutes at a stretch about nothing in particular? What IS the secret of being able to assemble half-a-dozen or more totally unrelated topics of conversation into a meaningless monologue?

I’ve asked around, but the stock answer seems to be “it comes naturally with time, old man. Eventually you’ll get just like the rest of us and not even notice you’re doing it.” Well, I’m sorry, but right now I don’t feel as though I’ll ever get the hang of it, and I do so much want to be a proper radio ham, and endlessly chew the rag like my fellows.

Can you help me? Is there anywhere I can get training, or are there any waffle-tutor tapes available? Or am I to be forever damned to the twilight world of the Short Over?


My dear GODKJ, we women are supposed to understand these things, but I am baffled and have had to resort to research. Receive my humble offerings.

a) Don’t be busy. Nothing produces real waffle like spare time.

b) Be busy with something really boring. This stuns the brain and lends weight to trivial details.

A serious hobby, such as homebrewing or DXing, can effect a dramatic recovery, so be careful.

c) Take up a cause. Talk about it a lot. Wonder why nobody tries your ideas.

d) Real intelligence is required to glide neatly from the genuinely interesting to the authentically meaningless so don’t assume a lobotomy is the answer.

e) If all else fails, take down the script of The Archers and read it back.

f) Be gentle with yourself. Rome wasn’t built in a day. Next time the going gets rough, tune around until you find someone interesting, and pretend to be an swl.

g) Try another tack — take up journalism!

Readers will be interested to know that GODKJ has already embarked on (g). We have the manuscript under lock and key . . . .

We apologise for the lack of a Free Readers’ Ad Coupon last month, due to circumstances beyond our control. If it happens again — don’t worry, just use a sheet of paper.

Reader Survey

Sorry for the marks on the form enclosed but cat sat on it.

— Mr. F. Steel, Banbury.

We deduce that Mr. Steel was reading HRT at the time!

£10 FOR THE LETTER OF THE MONTH

You’ve got a gripe about the bandplans, or you’re sick of being wiped out by next door’s microwave. Or maybe you’ve been bowled over by the excellent service from your local radio shop.

Whatever you’ve got to say about amateur radio say it here in the letters column and you could win yourself £10 for writing the letter of the month.

Sent your epistles to: Letters Column, Ham Radio Today, ASP Ltd, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.
**Rally Round Bikes**

The Centre of England Rally held at the Motorcycle Museum, Bickenhill (just opposite the NEC, outside Birmingham) on 15th April was so successful that the organisers are going to hold it as a regular twice-yearly event.

Around 1300 people were waiting for the show to open, and more than 800 more turned up during the day. The venue had the added attraction of the attached motorcycle museum, and the traders added further to the occasion by wearing a variety of Easter bonnets to celebrate Easter Sunday. "This unique venue promises to become one of the most successful venues of the 90s organised by a trader for the trader," says Frank Martin G4UMF for the organisers. The next two rallies will be on 23 September 1990 and 31 March 1991. More details in Radio Tomorrow nearer the time.

**Satellite Search**

Amsat UK is asking satellite users to provide information to help Amsat International establish which frequencies and modes of operation are in demand for its next major satellite project. Amsat Hon. Sec. Ron Broadbent G3AAJ has provided a form, which was in circulation at the NEC show earlier this year, on which desired frequencies can be ticked off for easy analysis. Interested amateurs should contact Ron at 94 Herongate Road, London E12 5EQ for the form, or, if attending the Amsay-UK Colloquium on 26 – 29 July at the University of Surrey, see him there. Doubtless an sse would be appreciated if you are writing.

**Novice Licence**

If you want a copy of The Novice Licence document, write to Room 613, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA, or call 071-215-2217. You can also obtain copies of the updated Amateur Radio Licence from the same source.

**Young Amateur of the Year — Enter Now**

Do you know a young radio amateur or swl under 18 who has been particularly active and enthusiastic over the last twelve months? If so, they could be the Young Radio Amateur of the Year for 1990. The DTI Sponsored Young Amateur of the Year Award is open to anyone (not only licensed amateurs) under 18 on 30 July 1990 who is, for example:

- active in DIY construction,
- interested in using radio and gaining operating skills,
- uses radio for community service, such as Raynet or helping the disabled,
- is good at encouraging interest in amateur radio,
- is involved in amateur radio in any way, such as in school science project.

The prize, for the most outstanding achievement between 1 August 1989 and 21 July 1990, will be awarded by the Department of Trade and Industry, and will be £250. In addition, prizes for the winner and runners-up will include donations from, among others, the Mobile Radio Users Association, Icom (UK) Ltd. and Navico, plus a visit to the Radio Monitoring Station at Baldock, Herts to see the work in progress there. Additionally, the DTI will present every genuine entrant with a short letter from a licensed radio amateur or other adult who knows him or her well and vouching for these achievements.

Entries must be sent to the Young Amateur of The Year, The Secretary, RSGB, Lambda House, Cranbourne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE, by 31 July 1990. The award is open to residents of the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man who have not reached 18 by 31 July 1990. The DTI stresses that entry is by letter and does not require a special application form. The RSGB however has published an application form in conjunction with the May 1990 issue of Radcom to help entrants standardise the information they provide, so anyone who feels more comfortable with a copy of that form should contact Lambda House on 0707 590105 or the address above.

"We were getting all sorts of entries from 20 words to five-page essays", says the RSGB's Mike Dennison. HRT suspects that a 20-word entry is definitely erring in the wrong direction.

You have three weeks before the closing date, so if you know of — or are — a youngster who is active in any radio-related hobby or activity, why not encourage them by nominating them? The Young Amateur of the Year Award is in its third year, and looks set to continue, so aspiring candidates can continue to have a crack at it until they turn 18. Entries and letters of support should be sent straight to the RSGB at the address above. Candidates and their supporters do NOT need to be licensed amateurs or RSGB members. Good luck.
Loudenbetter

Stephen R. Webb, designer of the Loudenboomer linear amp, expects to have units available ex-stock by the time this reaches publication. The original Loudenboomer design has also been modified to a grounded grid circuit configuration for optimum stability.

Designed to run full power to the band edges with modern solid-state untuned output stages without the need for an external atu or swr metering, the Kilowatt Loudenboomer is simple to adjust, lightweight by linear standards (less than 7kg) and provides a 'perfect match for the rig.' It gives 400 W pep or cw output on all nine bands from 1.8 to 28 MHz, when driven by a standard 50 to 100W output HF rig. The mains psu is integral and the unit measures 14 in by 10 in by 5 in deep (approx 25mm to the inch, metric).

Intermodulation products are so low, say SRW Comms, that the width of the signal is determined by the driving rig, not by the linear. Full tvi precautions have been taken, the aerial output is filtered by a seven-section lpf with a 35 MHz cutoff, the mains input is fully filtered, and 'careful attention has been paid to complete screening, including the meter and fan apertures'.

The unit switches automatically to Transmit when RF drive is sensed, but can be converted to hardware switching simply by inserting a 3.5mm jack into a socket to disable the RF switching. Grounding the jack tip operates the Loudenboomer relays.

At present the SRW Kilowatt Loudenboomer is available directly from the designers for £645 inclusive of VAT. An information sheet is available. Orders and enquiries to SRW Communications Ltd., Astrid House, The Green, Swinton, Malton, N. Yorks Y017 OSN. Tel. 0653 697513.

An information leaflet on SRW's Astrid satellite receiving system is also available on enquiry. Astrid is priced (UK) £156 plus VAT (£179.40), or (export, air freight) £179.

Bristol Rally Confirmed

The South Bristol ARC's Bristol Radio Rally is back in 1990 after a break in 1989. The established venue at Brunel's Great Train Shed at Bristol's main Temple Meads Station. There is free parking in the area, which is five minutes from the Bristol end of the M32, or come by train and land on the doorstep. The ARC are expecting all the usual traders "and some unusual ones", a large bring and buy sale, displays and demonstrations, and food and refreshments.

Great Train Shed contains railway memorabilia and is, of course, a major attraction.

South Bristol ARC have been working on the Rally for over a year after the disappointment last year when the venue was not available, and hope that as many people as possible will come to this year's event. The date is Sunday 16th September 1990, from 10.30 am. Contact the Rally Manager, David Farr G4WUB, 94 Ridgeway Lane, Whitchurch, Bristol BS14 9PH, tel. 0272 839855, for more and trade information.

Calling /C from Jordan

Members of St. Dunstan's ARS have been invited to Jordan as the guests of His Majesty King Hussein of Jordan JY1 for a ten-day holiday of sightseeing and amateur radio activity.

St. Dunstan's is the Association for war-blinded ex-servicemen and women. King Hussein, a keen radio amateur, is a patron of the Amateur Radio Society. Six licensed amateurs, eight swls and ten others were to be met by JY2RZ at the country's major airport on May 25th and taken to a reception hosted by the King. An escorting truck fitted out with HF mobile gear is to go with them, plus 2m 'mobile' from camel-back.

King Hussein of Jordan takes an active interest in feats of human endeavour beside amateur radio. The yacht Maiden, the first boat to complete in the round-the-world Whitbread Cup yacht race with an all-woman crew, was sponsored by Royal Jordanian Airlines on personal recommendation of the King.

Equipment Needed

Tony Kelsey-Stead G0COQ runs a Radio Society at Watford Grammar School for Girls, where he is Head of Physics. Pupils are following the three radio-related components under the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme: short-wave listening, radio constructions and Amateur Radio.

Tony is running up against the usual problem: shortage of suitable equipment capable of standing up to the wear and tear of the educational environment. He would like to hear from any amateur who could donate or loan any equipment, components, poles, wire or anything useful, irrespective of condition. Tony will collect or make collection arrangements where this can be done economically.

Tony can be contacted at the Physics Dept., Watford Grammar School for Girls, Lady's Close, Watford, WD1 8AE, or via his home on Luton (0682) 508259.
Paper Round
Vital spark, newsletter of the Hastings Electronics and RC, March 1990. Lifecyle of an endangered species, the Lesser Talented Shed-man, which like all good natural history features contains information of interest and use in our everyday lives, in this case, practical cutting and measuring: "If a piece of wood is too long, you cut it a bit off, and if it is then too short, you throw it away.", what a cattle station radio op does when a cowboy gets lost in the Australian outback, and an inside look at portrait photography, the meetings calendar, honorary member Igor UA3QJC, new software library and morse tapes for members. HEC, Reg Kemp, sec., 7 Forewood Rise, Crowhurst, Sussex.
Sprat, Journal of the G QRP Club, April 1990. Items include foldaway loop antenna, 40m SSB generator, rf-amp-free receiver, universal psu, ssb and c.w. strip, various reports and tips, news, offers, meetings, parties and some supplier ads. Editor Rev. George Dobbs G3RJY, St. Aidans Vicarage, 498 Manchester Rd., Rochdale, Lancs OL11 3HE. A5, well printed, 44 pages, quarterly by subscription.
10 Metre Group Newsletter. Cautionous proposal to buy out the 10m band when the radio spectrum becomes privatised; Idiots Guide to Packet Radio, part 2, ami-proofing a Citroen, news and small ads. 8pp A4, well printed on coloured paper. Editor Pat Billingham G4ACQ, Brighton College, Eastern Rd., Brighton BN2 2AL. The Irish Radio Transmitters Society Newsletter, February 1990. IARU runup, reports from all over including swl matters, 2m homebrew beam, packet radio routing, microsat launch details, supplier ads. Correspondence to Dave, Moore E14BZ, 12 Castle Avenue, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork.
All the above worth "having to keep".

Vintage Wireless Welcomes You
The Vintage Wireless Company has just issued a 'slimline' Antique Wireless Newsheet, no. 136, after a hiatus of nearly six months due to a staff shortage. They now have two new members on the team, engineer Mike Smith and secretarial assistant Diane Hart; their Saturday Showroom is open again (10 to 3 continuous, Saturdays), and the repair service back in action. Among other items, they are appealing for any information on the company B&W Radio, on behalf of the daughter of the firm's founder.
VWC's current selection of booklet-format lists includes a short form component catalogue, in lieu of their illustrated catalogue which is still in preparation, an illustrated list of 'wireless wants' for those of you who have unidentified wireless objects in your attics or on your mantelpieces, a 28-page list of valves for sale, and a list of books and data available.
Invaluable to anyone collecting, restoring, researching, dealing in or just liking old radios, The Vintage Wireless Company can be contacted at Tudor House, Cosshand St., Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN, England. Tel. 0272 565472. Telephone enquiries preferred. If writing please enclose sae and/or two international postal reply coupons. The Newsheet costs 5 for 12 issues, "not always monthly", £6 (airmail) for overseas customers, including Eire.
HRT would like to thank Vintage Wireless Company and Geoff Arnold at Radio Bygones severally and collectively for assistance with an enquiry.

Tandy Scanner Add-On
Bruce Sutherland G3IES has announced that he will be importing from the USA a memory module add-on for the Tandy/Radio Shack Pro 2004/2005 scanners from September this year.
The 2 oz PS-90 Search and Store module by Memory Modules can search, store and later recall frequencies while the user is too preoccupied to pay full attention to the task. It stores up to ten frequencies in memory, overwriting older memories as new ones come in, or up to 256 frequencies in the Scanner's channel banks. Installation should be straightforward for those with constructional experience, but otherwise you would be advised to get an experienced constructor to do it for you. An instruction sheet comes with the unit.
Bruce is expecting to sell the PS-90 for £40 and its simpler cousin the SS-45 (ten frequencies only) for £30, and is currently taking £10 deposits by arrangements. Installation be available for £10 or £12.50 as an optional extra (carriage not included), and circuit diagrams for £2 plus large sae. More information on the units from B S Sutherland G3IES, 336 Charterton Rd., Bristol BS10 6JZ, tel. 0272 500742.
DTI Acts Against Abuse

Michael Coolican, Head of the Licensing Branch at the DTI, has written to the President of the Radio Society of Great Britain, Frank Hall GM8BZX, to inform the Society that the Secretary of State varied the licence conditions of three licensed amateurs “to preclude use of the London repeaters.” A fourth operator whose licence had lapsed will only be allowed to renew it with the London repeaters excluded.

The reason given in Mike Coolican’s letter, published in the May 1990 issue of Radio Communication, is: “that those concerned behaved irresponsibly ... by sending messages whilst pursuing a personal dispute, which included offensive material...and making use of the London repeaters ... so prolonged as to disregard the rights of other users ...”

The letter goes on to stress the seriousness with which the Secretary of State regards abuse of licensing terms, and that action will be taken against users who abuse their rights or interfere with the rights of other users, and calls on the RSGB to “give this letter ... the widest possible circulation among radio amateurs” so that all licensed amateurs will be aware that the DTI is ready to take action against individual abusers.

Mike Coolican also calls on the amateur community to maintain high operating standards.

Circuit Circulation

Jon Grantham G8XVL is attempting to put together a circuit diagram library reference service at his QTH in Brandford, and is appealing for rig owners to make copies of any rig circuits, old or new, that they have in their possession. “So far I have had lots of promises from many people but only about four have bothered to send any so far,” he said in April. Nevertheless, when he contacted him he had “about 60” standard rig, computer and kit/mod circuits. “A lot of Pye stuff has arrived, and what we really need is some ‘black box’ circuits,” he added. “I am proposing to release a complete list of circuits at a later date. It is intended to run this service on a non-profit basis ... it could be valuable for second hand equipment purchased at rallies.” Circuits sent to him for copying will be returned if a stamped self-addressed envelope is supplied. Alternatively, most libraries have a 10- or 15p a sheet copier for the generous who nevertheless do not want to part company with their own copies.

Offers and enquiries to J. Grantham G8XVL, 7 Wellington St., Sandbeds, Queensbury, Bradford, W. Yorkshire BD12 1AP.

RSGB News

The May 1990 issue of Radcom reports that the RSGB QSL Managers of the last 12 years, Ted G3DRN and Aileen Allen, have retired, and that as of 1 May 1990 the new address for the QSL Bureau is P O Box 1773, Potter Bar, Herts EN6 3JE, England.

On the eve of the new arrangement, the RSGB appeals for bureau users to sort their cards correctly, and to use the IARU-recommended size of 3.5 by 5.5 inches, as odd-sized cards slow down sorting and contribute to mis-sorting. The Bureau has been criticised for slowness, but the Allens have been handling approximately 2.5 million QSL cards a year, a massive task, as anyone who has ever been involved in a mailing operation will be aware. Radcom also points out that users waiting for a QSL card to arrive from a contract before responding also contributes to the bureau’s reputation, although it is outside the bureau’s control.

At present the bureau service has simply been centralised and given a new set of pigeon-holes, so users should concentrate on sorting their cards efficiently and not hope for miracles. However, the RSGB stresses that they will now be able to cover for sickness and holidays, avoiding seasonal pile-ups. “We are not at present running a backlog, but getting ahead by a two weeks here will probably be balanced up by a two-week backlog there. We should be able to run things more smoothly, though, especially for UK cards,” said a representative.

Bureau users would like to thank Ted and Aileen for their hard work in the past and wish them a happy, relatively card-free future. Ted will continue to manage GDN-series cards.

Council Member Hilary Clayton Smith G4JKS, who is Project YEAR Coordinating for the RSGB, wants to track down all schools and colleges in the UK which have any involvement, formal or informal, with amateur radio activities. If you have any information, please contact G4JKS at 115 Marshalwick Lane, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4UU with, where possible, the name and type of the school, full address, number of pupils, type of radio activity, number of licensed amateurs involved as students or supervisors, and any radio achievements which may be of interest to the RSGB. Photos, schools publications, etc. would be appreciated.

This survey is apparently not restricted to RSGB members or licensed amateurs, so if you can help please get in touch.
Designed for the serious operator on the 144, 430 and 1200MHz bands, Icom's new IC-970E has up-to-date technology for DX, digital and satellite communications.

The IC-970E is supplied as an all mode dual-bander for 144 and 430MHz bands. Optional units expand its capabilities to 1200MHz or wideband receiving from 50-905MHz.

Communications via satellites has never been easier. The IC-970E automatically tracks uplink and downlink frequencies as the tuning control is rotated also, ten specific memory channels for satellite frequencies.

The dual-band watch allows you to receive both MAIN and SUB band audio simultaneously, multiple scanning systems on the MAIN and SUB bands plus 99 memories, an easy to read central display and Icom's DDS sytem make this one of the most comprehensive multi-band transceivers available.

For more detailed information on the IC-970E Base Station or any other Icom radio equipment contact your local authorised dealer or call Icom (UK) Ltd.
Icom have built a range of ultra compact FM mobile transceivers. Similar in style, easy to operate and perfect for driving safety. Advanced features include a variety of tuning steps, memories, scan functions, adjustable R.F. power, optional pager and tone squelch units for selective calling. All these models include the HM-59 hand microphone with up/down and 1750Hz tone call for repeater operation. The unique simple operation enables each function to be operated with one switch. Illuminated switches and controls give complete night time operation.

**IC-229E VHF Mobile.** This VHF 25 watt transceiver measure just 140(w) x 40(h) x 105(d) mm. No need to worry about installation, its small enough to fit most vehicles. Also available the IC-229H 50 watt version where extra high power is required.

**IC-449E UHF Mobile.** High sensitivity with GaAs FET's and 35w output power provide optimum performance with this UHF transceiver. 20 Memory channels and a programmable call channel can be used to store most used frequencies.

**IC-3220E Dual Band Mobile.** Enjoy complete dual-band operation. In addition to cross band duplex operation this transceiver can receive both MAIN and SUB bands simultaneously. One of the smallest dual-band mobile transceivers available, the IC-3220E has a 25 Watt output on both bands. Where higher power is required the IC-3220H offers 45 watts on the 144MHz band and 35 watts on the 430MHz band.
Recent changes to the Amateur Radio Licence resulting from discussions between the RSGB and the DTI following the broad updating of the Licence in 1988 has been published in a Gazette Notice becoming effective from June 1.

Says the DTI: “DTI’s Radiocommunications Agency (RA) today introduced an updated Amateur Radio Licence to keep it in step with the current needs of radio amateurs. The revisions reflect RA’s continued commitment to the amateur service, and include:

- a new numbering format making the licence easier to use;
- new arrangements for club stations to operate as special event stations and send greetings messages without the need to apply for a “GB” callsign;
- permission for United Kingdom radio amateurs to directly supervise the operation of their station by any licenced radio amateur from any other country;
- redrafting of the unattended operations clause to positively identify the permitted frequencies;
- clearance for log keeping on any beelectronic storage media;
- allocation of extra frequencies for the unattended operation of beacons, low power devices, digital communications and for direction finding competitions;
- redrafting of note ‘aa’ of the Licence, which is concerned with the importation, the manufacture and the assembly of amateur radio apparatus operating only in the 28.0 MHz to 29.7 MHz (band), in order to make it easier to understand.”

New sub-clauses under Clause 1 are:

“if this Licence is held on behalf of a club and having regard to sub-clauses 2(10) and 3(3), greetings messages may be sent by non-licenced persons provided that:

(a) it is under the direct supervision of the licensee or other Authorised Club Member (who must operate the transmitter and identify the station); and
(b) each greetings message does not exceed two minutes; and
(c) each person may send only one such message to each station with which the station is in contact: and
(d) greetings messages may be sent and received only within the United Kingdom or to and from stations in the United States of America, Canada, Falkland Islands and Pitcairn Island.”

Sub clause 2(8)(iii) is replaced with:

“... by any licensed radio amateur from any other country, or ...
... Sub-clause 2(4)(a), (b) and (c) are replaced with:

“2(4) Subject to sub-clause 2(5), the Licensee may conduct the Unattended Operations (‘Unattended Operation’ means the operation of the Station when unattended by the Licensee) only:

(a) of a beacon;

(i) in the frequency bands or sub-bands:

70 MHz to 70.5 MHz; 1299 MHz to 1299 MHz (not in Northern Ireland); 2310 MHz to 2450 MHz; 3400 MHz to 3475 MHz; 5650 MHz to 5680 MHz; 5755 MHz to 5765 MHz; 5820 MHz to 5850 MHz; 10000 MHz to 10250 MHz; 10270 MHz to 10300 MHz; 10400 MHz to 10500 MHz; 24000 MHz to 24050 MHz.

and all bands including and above 47000 MHz, with a maximum power level of 14 dBW erp carrier or pep, or

(ii) for the purpose of direction finding competitions, on 1.96 MHz with a bandwidth not exceeding 12.5 kHz and in the frequency bands: 3.5 MHz to 3.8 MHz (only between 00:00 hrs Saturday to 00:00 hrs Monday); 28.0 MHz to 29.7 MHz; or 144 MHz to 146 MHz, with a maximum power level of 14 dBW erp carrier or pep, which is capable of transmitting the call sign of the Licensee periodically (in accordance with Clause 7) and capable of being switched off within two hours of a demand to close down given by a person authorised by the Secretary of State;

(b) of a low power device to control apparatus at the Main Station Address or a Temporary Location by remote control, in the frequency bands or sub-bands:

70 MHz to 70.5 MHz; 432.5 MHz to 432.6 MHz; 1298 MHz to 1299 MHz (not in Northern Ireland); 2310 MHz to 2450 MHz; 3400 MHz to 3475 MHz; 5650 MHz to 5680 MHz; 5755 MHz to 5765 MHz; 5820 MHz to 5850 MHz; 10000 MHz to 10250 MHz; 10270 MHz to 10300 MHz; 10400 MHz to 10500 MHz; 24000 MHz to 24050 MHz.

and all bands including and above 47000 MHz, specified in the first column of the Schedule, with a maximum power level of -20 dBW erp carrier or pep, under all reasonably foreseeable operational conditions, in such a way that no electromagnetic energy capable of reception by any station or apparatus outside the boundary of the premises in which the Station is situated is emitted from the Station; or

(c) by digital communications at the Main Station Address or at a Temporary Locations notified in accordance with sub-clause 7(3)(b): (i) in the frequency band 50 MHz to 51 MHz with a maximum power level of 10 dBW erp carrier or pep, or

(ii) on the spot frequencies 70,3250 MHz; 70,487 MHz with a bandwidth not exceeding 25 kHz; or

(iii) in the frequency bands or sub-bands:

144 MHz to 146 MHz; 1299 MHz to 1300 MHz (not in Northern Ireland); 2310 MHz to 2450 MHz; 3400 MHz to 3474 MHz; 5650 MHz to 5680 MHz; 5755 MHz to 5765 MHz; 5820 MHz to 5850 MHz; 10000 MHz to 10250 MHz; 10270 MHz to 10300 MHz; 10400 MHz to 10500 MHz; 24000 MHz to 24050 MHz, and all bands including and above 47000 MHz, specified in the first column of the Schedule with a maximum power level of 14 dBW erp carrier or pep.”

Sub-clause 7(3)(f) is replaced with:

“... by morse telegraphy or telephony, at the end of each 30 minute period during which transmissions are sent in from the Station (unless already transmitting in morse telegraphy or telephony). If the Licensee is conducting automatic operations involving digital communications then he shall transmit the call sign under this sub-clause at a maximum speed of 20 words per minute.”

Sub-clause 6(2) is replaced with:

“The Log shall be written in a book or maintained on a magnetic tape, disc or other electronic storage medium capable of meeting the requirements of sub-clause 6(4) below.”

Sub-clause 6(3)(b) is replaced with:

“... on a magnetic tape, disc or other electronic storage
medium, the magnetic tape, disc or electronic storage medium shall be used only to keep the Log.”

Sub-clause 7(3)(a) is replaced with:
“... use the suffix ‘P’ with his call sign and give the location of the Station every 30 minutes to an accuracy of at least 5 km by a generally used identifier, or ... “

And the Note (aa) is replaced with:
“The Wireless Telegraphy (Citizens’ Band and Amateur Apparatus) (Various Provisions) Order 1988 (SI 1988 No. 125) restricts the manufacture and import of amateur apparatus operating only in the frequency band 28.0 MHz to 29.7 MHz. Section 7 of the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1967 defines manufacture as construction by any method and the assembly of component parts. However, home construction for non-commercial purposes and conversion of 27 MHz FM CB apparatus meeting DTI specifications MPT 1320 or MPT 1333, into single band amateur apparatus, is allowed under a General Authority published in the London, Edinburgh and Belfast Gazettes on 17 February 1989. Requests for an authority to manufacture and import single band 28.0 MHz to 29.7 MHz apparatus outside these specific categories should be addressed to the Department of Trade and Industry, Radio Investigation Service, Room 102, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA.”

Bestowing the right to transmit greetings messages under what was formerly Special Event Station conditions only, upon radio club stations will delight many clubs and their helpers, widen the opportunities for proto-amateurs or the just-interested to try out amateur radio, and reduce the need to plan and apply for Special Event Station call signs whenever the station wants to go public. Extra prefixes must be used by club stations while they are sending greetings messages: G changes to GX, GM changes to GS, GW changes to GC, GI changes to GN, GD changes to GP. Otherwise the club can use its regular callsign.

In a similar vein, now instead of CEPT-only licensees being permitted to operate a UK station under the licensees supervision, any licenced amateur from any country can do so. This is a boon for amateur visitors to UK shores: for instance, as we write, our Mexican friends Haydn XE1TH and Susana XE1TSR are visiting and can take advantage of the new ruling. Now, wouldn’t it be splendid if the rest of the world made the same decision? We will probably have to wait a while for that.

The frequency list for unattended operating now states what is permitted on what bands. Beacons gain 436.6 — 436.8 MHz and lose 1298 — 1299 MHz. Low power control gains 432.5 — 432.6 MHz and 1298 MHz and loses 436.6 — 436.8 MHz. Unattended DF transmissions gain a bandwidth of 1.25 kHz centred on 1.96 MHz (any time), and on 3.5 — 3.8 MHz at weekends. A 20 wpm limitation on the morse speed limit on digital operation will cause some concern among Packet operators as channel congestion is already rife. However the ident only has to be sent every 30 minutes.

Likewise, location identification for portable general operation has been specified at 30 minutes.

The alterations to note (aa) to allow licensed amateurs to construct and convert legal CB equipment non-commercially for single-band 10m use, and the general introduction of the 18 and 24 MHz bands, already formalised, have been included in the licence.

Enquiries can be directed to the RA at Room 613, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1, or to 071 215 2217 or 5000.
Two new 70cm data channels have been agreed by the IARU Conference, and G4HCL suggests other ways of easing band congestion.

More Packet users! We are, of course, talking of the many prospective Novice Licensees who will soon be joining our ranks. The Novice Licence document from the RA shows us that the 10m 6m, 70cm, 23cm and 3cm bands are allocated for Class A and B Novice data use as well as other modes, and as regular readers of the 'Roundup' will know, there are many keen computer users out there who may just be the amateurs and even a little frequency planning for 70cm nodes, rather than the majority just operating on 432,675MHz. The general idea is shown in the accompanying diagram, and with a bit of co-ordination and co-operation between Node sysops in adjacent areas all amateurs could benefit.

Node Frequencies
In many areas, 144.650MHz is bursting to capacity, and already congestion on 70cm is rearing its head as our Technical Editor found as he QSYed off 2m packet and onto 70cm. The answer, of course, is to spread the load as described. Node links on other, quieter frequencies can also help tremendously, and in some forward-thinking areas of the UK inter-node 23cm links are rapidly being set up. In my area (just north of Southampton) for example, 23cm is used to link ALL the local bbs, as well as for linking to other multi-port 6m, 4m, 2m and 70cm nodes in the adjacent areas of Portsmouth and South Dorset. The days of a single-frequency 2m node sited at the top of a hill are rapidly coming to an end in busy areas.

As a typical case, a group of packet users in South Hampshire go into node system on 144.625MHz 9600 baud, then through the RS232 hard-wired matrix out to the linked bbs on 1299.000MHz, the result being automatic connection with almost zero congestion even though a 2m input is being used. An alternative for those without 9600 baud systems is that of quieter bands such as a 4m or 6m, although the latter often suffers from computer QRM problems due to the required horizontal aerial polarisation. The growth in 4m nodes is typified by recent additions such as ROCH40 (sysop G4SAF) in Rochdale, TF40 (sysop GOCNG) in Newport, Shropshire, and NEW41 (sysop G8AYC) in Newbury, Berkshire. With piles of Pye MF25FM 25W low band FM transceivers on sale at the Drayton Manor Rally at £5 each there's no shortage of 4m gear for packet users (yours truly came away with two for a total of £8).
Packet in Space

Reports from several amateurs operating on packet through UoSAT-14 are that a simple vertical aerial with just 25W of transmit power is quite enough to access the orbiting digipeater. Yesterday as I write this, Ron G3AAJ tells us that 36 users are known to have success.

As 9600 baud packet sounds like FM 'squelch noise, you'll need to use your S-meter as usual for receiver tuning, the downlink to be injected directly into the FM VCO; the FT-736 as used by I2KBD for example may very easily be modified.

To check whether the digipeater is active, look at the LSTAT message, indicating that it's switched on; remember of course to specify the spacecraft callsign in your digipeater path. The University of Surrey is currently anxious to receive 9600 baud digipeating reports together with details of equipment used.

---

**Fig. 1. Possible 'Cell' coverage network of 70cm nodes on 7 allocated frequencies A – G.**

---

**Book Review**

*Digital Communications with Amateur Radio* is an American 160-page paperback which gives an introduction to packet radio in a totally different way — starting the hobby from computers and landline bbs communication rather than from amateur radio voice communication. As many young prospective licencees may already be burning the midnight oil, not to mention running up parents' phone bills, into computer bulletin boards (has anyone thought of O898 numbers for landline bbs yet?), the thought of amateur packet radio with worldwide free communication as well as endless bbs mail facilities and even space communication, could certainly appeal very strongly.

Well, *Digital Communications with Amateur Radio* may well be essential reading for such prospective users, yours truly couldn't put it down after picking it up out of pure interest at a convention stand.

Priced at £8.95, it guides the reader through the principles of data communication over radio, describing tncs, operating modes, networking, using the computer as a tnc, and ending up with packet space and satellite operation up to Fuji-Oscar 12 and USA Shuttle amateur communication. Although all of the licensing information is based on USA practice, as long as this is noted and ignored by European readers the book in my opinion offers an excellent introduction to the experienced and semi-experienced computer user who is interested in starting amateur digital communications. Heartily recommended. May thanks to ICS Electronics (Tel. 0903 731101) for provision of the publication.

---

**Group of the Month — Maxpak**

Following a trip to the Drayton Manor Rally, I once again met up with many officials of the Midlands AX.25 Packet Users Group at their rally stand, coming away with the latest copy of their excellent quarterly *Di.gicom*. The latest issue features articles on the use of bbs 'White Pages', a Practical Guide to RS-232 Interfacing, a comprehensive Datacomms Glossary, pages of technical tips such as improving packet performance with the FT290, and of course the latest packet news from the Midlands.

As well as the GB7BBS (NTS) and GB7MAX mailboxes, this active group supports a number of network nodes in the region, and it seems the number of these is always increasing! If you're a packet operator in the Midlands, you could do worse than supporting your local group. Remember, someone has to pay for your local nodes and BBS stations! Membership is currently £9.00 per annum, with details from Richard G1NZZ @ GB7MAX, or just pop along to one of their meetings at the Peron Community Centre, Perton, Wolverhampton. They meet at 8.00 pm on the first Monday of each month apart from Bank Holidays.

---

**End of Message — CTRL-Z**

Elsewhere in this issue you'll see the 'Handi-Packet' tnc put through its paces, a portable tnc built to withstand life's knocks. In next month's roundup I'll be taking a timely look at satellite packet communication with the latest Pac-Comm PSK-1 Satellite Modem, together with the Kansas City Tracker PC program and interface card that automatically steers all your aerials for you to track the Packet Microsats while you work through them.

My thanks again for all your kind messages, I can always be reached via packet by messages routed to the GB7XJZ BBS, or of course by post c/o the HRT editorial address. Until next month, 73 de Chris G4HCL GB7XJZ.
The UK's fastest growing amateur mode, packet radio, isn't for use at home only. Already many of us have been using packet out and about with portable rigs, and with electronic personal organisers around what could be more natural than to use one of these as a terminal for worldwide error free amateur communication?

**Chris Lorek G4HCL meets the new tnc from PacComm and finds a rugged customer.**

The Handipacket
We've been promised the HandiPacket for some time now, and finally it has arrived. Inside the sturdy metal case there's a compact, full featured tnc with all the features of the more usual larger units, including an automatic personal mailbox with upload and download facilities, third-party mail inhibit and an automatic CW indent to conform to UK licensing requirements. The HandiPacket also features the latest 'State DCD' to let you use the tnc with your radio squelch open, reducing switching time problems as encountered with some receivers.

It comes in a metal case measuring 65mm by 35mm by 100mm which also contains a set of built-in 500mAh nicads to give around ten hours of operation — no need to use an external dc power lead when you're portable. A belt clip is provided, and a Velcro strip even allows you to fix it to the side of your transceiver or car dashboard to stop it sliding around on the move.

**Portable Possibilities**
The uses of a self-contained portable tnc linked up to a handportable are many and varied, but the end results can be very powerful indeed. For field events or emergency exercises, a portable digipeater and mailbox may be placed in a remote site such as a hill or mountain top to provide extended range communications over a given period. For the individual user, the tnc can be taken to the office along with trusty handheld for some alternative lunch time activities. How about going down to your usual meeting place and getting one over your mates with their portable cellphones by contacting the Space Shuttle's orbiting packet station with your handheld? Yours truly contented himself with more mundane uses such as taking it on the odd weekend away to keep in touch, as well as surprising the odd station by operating packet mobile as a car passenger. One UK station is reputedly using mobile packet on a pushbike — the possibilities would appear to be endless!

**Front Panel**
The HandiPacket is built into a very robust alloy case designed to stand up to the knocks of portable operation, and we're advised that it stood up to being run over by a car once, although we decided against trying that ourselves.

In terms of controls and the like, the front panel sports the usual tnc led indicators, these being PWR (power on), CON (showing Connected status), STA (packets waiting to be acknowledged), PTT (Transmit ptt) and DCD (Data carrier detect, i.e. packet data being received) together with a further PMS led which flashes at you when the internal message system has mail waiting for you. As well as the main power On/Off switch, a number of tiny dip switches are fitted. These are labelled BATT (disconnects the internal nicad pack), RESET ('hard' reset of the tnc), LEDS (switches off the led
On the rear panel are a standard nine-way D connector for your terminal RS-232 lead, an eight-way connector for the radio interface, and a dc connector for when you want to either charge the internal nicad pack or use the tnc with an external supply. It’s interesting to note that the eight-way connector also has lines for digital data input, output, and the transmit clock signal which together allow you to plug in an external modem, for satellite work for example. External modem header connections are also fitted inside the tnc if you eventually find a modem small enough to fit inside the box, although the tnc manual does warn that in either case you’ll need to lift the data output pin of the internal modem IC out from it’s socket when an external modem is used.

Starting Out

The first thing that any new packet user will be struck with is the sheer size of the tnc instruction manual — this is larger than many packet tncs! Newcomers shouldn’t be put off by the volumes of technospeak though, as many tnc commands are very simple, such as ‘CONNECT G4ABC or whatever’, ‘DISCONNECT’ and so on. Once you’ve entered your callsign into the tnc, eg by typing in ‘MYCALL G4HCL’ or whatever, just these two commands could get you typing in ‘MYCALL G4HCL’ or whatever, just these two commands could get you working in harmony first time, with the tnc’s sign-on message as shown in Fig.1 immediately displayed on the computer screen. ‘Great!’ I thought, after I had pressed the return key I immediately keyed my 70cm handheld, and within a second the magical * * * CONNECTED* * * response was displayed. When I then entered ‘C GB7XJZ’ to connect to the

on. Miraculously everything seemed to work in harmony first time, with the tnc’s sign-on message as shown in Fig.1 immediately displayed on the computer screen. ‘Great!’ I thought, so after I had entered my callsign into the tnc, I tried connecting into my local packet network node on 70cm. Typing in ‘CFORD7’ and pressing the return key I immediately keyed my 70cm handheld, and within a second the magical * * * CONNECTED* * * response was displayed. When I then entered ‘C GB7XJZ’ to connect to the

local mailbox, within seconds I was ‘in’ with a welcoming message being displayed. Seems to work, I thought, so my theory of getting going without being an expert seems to be correct.

After that I checked the setting of the small Level adjustment behind the rear panel, adjusting this as required to give around 3kHz deviation on my transmitted packets, followed by a few other tailoring exercises such as entering the current date and time for the tnc’s automatic mailbox logging and ‘stations heard’ listing operations. Then I set off with a pocket-sized Atari Portfolio computer and RS-232 interface to use as a terminal (the HandiPacket, to save worries about incompatible software. A ready made tnc to radio lead and tnc to computer lead may even be supplied as options to get the newcomer on air with the least bother.

Connect Up

I connected up the lead between my computer and the tnc, then the lead between the tnc and my handheld using the ready made lead supplied (nice touch), and switched the computer on. The first thing I then did was to make sure the computer terminal baud rate and so on matched the default parameters given in the tnc manual, these being 7 data bits, even parity, and 1 stop bit. Expectation then came to fruition as I switched the tnc

Features:

PacComm HANDIPACKET Packet Controller
AX.25 Level 2 Version 2.0
Features:
KISS
PERSONAL MESSAGE SYSTEM V 3.0
CWID
Checksum 98B
cmd:

Fig. 1. The sign-on message. bbRAM loaded with defaults

As I am used to operating portable packet, I noticed that the HandiPacket radiated very little microprocessor hash, important when you’re using a handheld with its aerial close to the tnc. Gone was the S-5 noise I had become used to before! Likewise I found it quite possible to use the handheld clipped on my belt right next to the tnc without any rf problems affecting the HandiPacket. I appreciated the Open Squelch data detection circuitry, which allowed me to leave the handheld squelch open to save problems with the odd remote station having a very short TxDelay setting. This sometimes caused amateurs problems with portable rigs, as (to conserve battery power) portable receiver squelch circuits sometimes don’t open fast enough to let through the start of packet data fields with short TxDelay settings through. I had no problems with the HandiPacket though — very impressive.

please mention HRT when replying to advertisements
The Latest Software

The HandiPacket was fitted with the latest eprom software version, 1.1.6C1 (commonly called Version 3), which offered a number of handy operating features. A description of every facility would fill several issues of the magazine (remember the mammoth instruction book), so I'll describe one or two.

The facility for an MH (Stations Heard) listing is present on all current tncs, but the HandiPacket also told me which calls were recognised as Network Nodes and which were bbs stations, as well as listing the callsign and time/date received. It identified nodes by the presence of Level 3 packet frames, and bbs by their identification format, i.e. PMS-3.0-C$, a novel touch. Together with this, various handy personal message store (pms) functions were present such as the Send Reply and Send Private functions. These are coupled with the facility of the HandiPacket pms to automatically receive auto-forwarded mail from a local Network bbs by arrangement with the bbs system operator, and even to 'reverse forward' outgoing mail which has been entered on the HandiPacket, this being picked up by the Network bbs when it periodically polls the HandiPacket! Very powerful indeed.

Together with this, the HandiPacket pms can of course be used purely as a local message store. During the review period I replaced my usual personal mailbox with the Handi Packet, finding operation very similar indeed to a typical Network bbs, even with a comprehensive ‘Help’ listing, as shown in Figs 2, 3 and 4.

Fig. 3. PMS commands available.

B(eye) B (CR) disconnects from pms.
H(ep) H (CR) or ? (CR) help file.
J(log) J (CR) list of callsigns heard (optional date/time)
K(ill) K n (CR) deletes message number n (only to/from your callsign).
K(mine) KM(CR) deletes all READ messages addressed to your call sign.
L(list) L (CR) lists the ten latest messages.
M(line) M (CR) lists the ten latest messages to/from your callsign.
R(read) R n (CR) reads message number n.
S(end) S (callsign) (CR) begins a message addressed to (callsign).
Subject: max 28 characters
Text: End each line with (CR). End message by typing /ex (CR) or CTRL-Z (optional date/time)

Fig. 4. PMS message listing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Msg. No.</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>To</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 PR</td>
<td>G4HCL</td>
<td>90/04/29</td>
<td>19:13</td>
<td>ALL G4HCL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14107</td>
<td>Bytes free</td>
<td>Next message Number 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMD(B/H/J/K/KM/L/M/R/S/SRN/?1)&gt;</td>
<td>CMD(B/H/J/K/KM/L/M/R/S/SRN/?1)&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circuitry

For the technical, the HandiPacket insides consist of three circuit boards, and rather than the tiny smd ics used in many miniature units the HandiPacket uses normal did (dual in line) ics for all functions apart from the static ram, which should make any eventual repair work easier. The main cpu (central processing unit) is a Z80 device running at 4.9MHz, and for the memory side a 32K static ram is used for the storage of buffers, pms messages and the user variables. The usual plug-in 27C256 32K eprom is used for program storage, which may be easily replaced in the future when upgrades become available to prevent the unit becoming obsolete before its time. The ic used for Transmit modulation and Receive demodulation is a TCM3105 cmos modem, this is coupled with a 27C64 8K State eprom and a latch ic for 'open squelch' data carrier detection.

System operators might like to note that as well as having KISS facilities and the ability to be used as a ROSE network switch using a suitable eprom, the UK distributors tell me it is compatible with The Net eproms for those who'd like to use the HandiPacket as a Network Node itself.

Conclusions

The HandiPacket is a very sturdy tnc which should easily stand up to the odd knock in portable use. The internal construction combined with the 500m Ah nicad pack means it is not what could be described as 'ultra-tiny', but it is smaller than the average shack unit as well as being very rugged. Inside there's a full—featured tnc with the bells and whistles of the best. The HandiPacket is not a compromise! As such it could find good use in a number of user roles as well as sitting in the shack for general packet chatting and bbs operation.

The HandiPacket is currently £199 all in, and my thanks go to Siskin Electronics for the loan of the review unit.

Fig. 2. PMS sign-on connect message.

C G4HCL-2
*** CONNECTED to G4HCL-2
Logged on to G4HCL's Personal Message System
CMD(B/H/J/K/KM/L/M/R/S/SRN/?1)>
LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD.
There is a branch near you

AR-1000 . . . £249 inc. VAT

We are delighted to give firm information about the new AR-1000 handheld scanner from AOR. Their design aim of producing a handheld version of the AR-2002 but improving on the spec, at the same time seems to have been fulfilled.

BASIC SPECIFICATION

Frequency ranges
8 to 600MHz continuous, 805 to 1300MHz continuous.

Frequency selection
By direct keypad entry or by tuning knob on top panel.

Memory channels
1000 arranged conveniently in ten banks of 100, with direct keyboard access to any memory.

Search bands
Ten bands which come pre-loaded with the ten most important UK bands of interest as follows:

1. VHF air 118-138MHz
2. UHF air 225-400MHz
3. VHF PMR1 71-87MHz
4. VHF PMR 2 165-174MHz
5. Band 3 174.5-225MHz
6. VHF marine 156-163MHz
7. VHF amateur 144-146MHz
8. UHF amateur 433-435MHz
9. Cell mobile 890-905MHz
10. Cellbase 935-950MHz

Note that this is only the factory pre-loading, and any search band can be easily re-programmed by the user for any frequency range they wish. What is important is that the new owner can unpack the receiver and by pressing just 3 keys can begin using the unit straight away.

Reception modes
AM, FM (narrow), and FM (wide) which gives access for the first time to FM broadcast and TV sound in a handheld scanner.

Frequency steps
User programmable from 5 to 999kHz, in any multiple of 5kHz or 12.5kHz.

Scan speed
20 channels per second.

Search speed
40 channels per second.

Power source
4.8V rechargeable NiCd. The battery pack is four separate 600mA/H AA size cells which are provided, but the user can easily remove them and replace them by four standard AA pencils. Also, and most importantly, the AR-1000 can be powered from any external dc supply of 13.8V nominal, which not only powers the receiver but also charges the NiCd batteries — so satisfyingly simple.

Other features include:
10dB switched RF attenuator: concentric easy to use volume and squelch controls; a brilliantly designed keypad layout which anyone can understand and use; and a simple interactive operating system in which the display clearly indicates what the user's next move should be. The AR-1000 comes complete with the following accessories:

Set of 600mA/H NiCd batteries
Belt clip
24V mains charger
Carrying strap
DC power cord with cigar lighter plug
Earpiece
Soft carrying case
High performance DA900 flexible gain antenna

For the past 26 years Lowe Electronics have specialised in seeking out the best in radio and bringing it to our customers. Those customers will also tell you that we have another speciality — looking after them. Whatever is best in radio, we sell. Whatever we sell, we back with really expert advice and service. WE are pleased to represent the best companies in the receiver world, and in addition to the AOR range shown here, we also distribute receivers from Signal Communications and WIN, two of the top names in Airband radio. For full information and a copy of our Airband Guide, simply send us four first class stamps and mention that you saw our ad in Ham Radio Today. Happy listening.

Shops in
GLASGOW Telephone 041-945 2626
DARLINGTON Telephone 0325 486121
CAMBRIDGE Telephone 0223 311230
BARRY Telephone 0446 721304
LONDON Telephone 081-429 3256
BOURNEMOUTH Telephone 0202 577760
HEAD OFFICE & MAIL ORDER: Telephone 0629 580800 (4 lines); Fax: 580020; Telex: 377482

All branches are closed all day Monday.
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A good stable VFO is the heart of many Amateur Radio projects and there is still a place for traditional non-synthesised circuitry. This is particularly the case when building QRP equipment, where cost and compact size are often important considerations. The “Neapolitan” is based on traditional circuitry but it is fabricated entirely from surface mount devices (SMDs) and this results in a printed circuit board of very compact size. A much more compressed design would be possible but amateur experience with SMDs is still limited and ease of construction and flexibility was the aim. Selection of the frequency-determining components by the constructor will allow operation from 1 MHz to 10 MHz with sufficient output to drive most projects with diode or FET mixers.

The circuit of the “Neapolitan” is shown in Fig.1. It consists of three important sub-sections as follows:

(a) A stable FET oscillator.
(b) An isolating amplifier stage.
(c) A voltage stabiliser.

The Oscillator
This is a Colpitts circuit centred on Q1, characterised by the use of two capacitors, C3 and C4, to effect a tap for feedback in order to maintain oscillation. The Colpitts circuit is popular because it avoids the use of tapped coils, which are difficult to produce. The frequency of oscillation is determined by a parallel tuned circuit L1, and its associated capacitors. Signal output is taken from the source of Q1.

The transistor Q1 and its biasing are worthy of note. This Fet-type BSR58 has a higher gain and much tighter specification than the more popular amateur type 2N3819, and is able to achieve oscillation over a wide frequency range with a limited selection of inductors, since there is less need to adhere to optimum L to C ratios. A gate bias of about -2 V is required for correct operation, and is developed across R3. The gate is connected to OV through R2 and is therefore at a potential of -2 V with respect to the source.

In this general-purpose circuit a fixed source bias resistor, R3, is used and a separate trimpot of higher value gives control of the oscillator output. With the slider of RV1 at the top of its track the full output of the oscillator is applied to the next stage. However, lower settings of RV1 rapidly insert a high resistance, isolating the oscillator to a greater extent. There is also another reason for using a separate trimmer. Trimpots are ideally designed as potential dividers and passing high currents can shorten their life and make them noisy.

This is especially so with miniature types where the tolerance can exceed specification after about 20 adjustment cycles. Receiver incremental tuning (RIT), transmitter offset, FM and similar functions are provided by a varicap diode, D1. This is a dual varicap and is supplied with reverse DC bias via R1. The tuning voltage will be derived from a potentiometer or fixed resistor network and switched in when going from transmit to receive or vice versa. The characteristics of the BB804 varicap are given (in Fig.2) for those who wish to do their own calculations. It is assumed in all cases (Table 1) that a 100 pF tuning capacitor is to be used. Of course in some applications varicap tuning alone may be used. The Neapolitan is potentially stable enough for this as the main type of tuning.
Fig. 2. Characteristics of the BB04 dual Varicap diode, showing capacitance for single and dual connection. The frequency/tuning voltage (Vt) of the vfo, set to about 7MHz, shows how non-linearity sets in at about 2V. Using the 5V regulated supply will therefore give a useful range of 2 to 5V.

Table 1. Selection of frequency-determining components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band in MHz</th>
<th>Cd</th>
<th>Ct</th>
<th>Cp</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>Vc</th>
<th>Tc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.8 - 2.0</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>120pF</td>
<td>2mH</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>13/50pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 - 3.8</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>270pF</td>
<td>3.3mH</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>13/50pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0 - 7.1</td>
<td>10pF</td>
<td>22pF</td>
<td>0pF</td>
<td>1.0mH</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>13/50pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0 - 10.2</td>
<td>10pF</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>3.3mH</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>13/50pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 - 6.0</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>120pF</td>
<td>2mH</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>13/50pF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The required frequency range must be decided by the constructor and is effected by selecting various capacitors (from the table) and just three values of inductor. The capacitors were chosen as the changeable components as they are lower in cost than coils and available in a wider range of preferred values. The tapped capacitor feedback pair C3, C4 and the coupling capacitor, C2, are all fixed in value over the frequency ranges given in the table, leaving just three capacitors and the inductor to be selected by the constructor. The capacitors have the following function:

Cd: This determines the frequency coverage of the varicap.
Ct: Determines the frequency coverage of the main tuning capacitor.
Tc: Trim capacitor to set frequency accurately.
Cp: Padding capacitor for wide frequency changes and band setting.

The resultant of all these capacitors determines the frequency and their relative values determine the tuning range. The various handbooks cover this subject of bandspeading and should be consulted if necessary. All capacitors around the oscillator are ceramic multilayer types with the highly stable COG dielectric and have zero temperature coefficients. Care should be taken to specify COG types when ordering as Y5V or X7R types cannot be used for tuned circuits. The coil specified, L1, is a surface mount type 5CD. These have excellent inductance/temperature properties and their value can be varied by about 10% with the adjustable core.

The Isolating Amplifier

A good vfo design should exhibit the following characteristics:

(a) Free from frequency drift over a specified time.
(b) Constant output over the design frequency range.
(c) Free from frequency "pulling" when the load varies.
(d) Low noise output.
(e) Good sinewave, ie low harmonic content.

Any real vfo is a compromise between these opposing parameters. High output means poor stability, high stability requires minimal loading and therefore low output. We usually settle for acceptable stability by arranging for minimal loading of the oscillator. This implies the use of an isolating or buffer amplifier to redress the power output and exert minimal loading on the oscillator. The output of the "Neapolitan" will have a virtually constant amplitude within and frequency band, but will vary a little from band to band depending on such factors as the L:C ratio and the Q of the coil L1.

The wide band buffer amplifier consists of Q2 and Q3. This amplifier must work over the range from 1MHz to 10MHz and must have a voltage gain of about 20dB. The constraint of having to work on a low supply of 5V necessitates some careful selection of components in the buffer amplifier and a fairly high quiescent current of about 15mA. The DC working point is stabilised by feedback through R6 and R9. Values chosen ensure maximum output amplitude up to the point of symmetrical clipping of the sinewave.

With the transistors used and the low inductance layout the gain is quite flat over the desired range without RF feedback. C7 decouples any RF from the feedback circuit and ensures that the lower end of R6 is at RF ground. In specific cases the quiescent current could be reduced by using higher values of R7, R8 and...
R10 with some loss in performance. Don't try this unless you know what you are doing and have some test equipment. Drive for the buffer amplifier is taken from RV1 which gives some control over the loading of the oscillator. The aim should be minimum loading of the oscillator consistent with adequate output. The buffer should not normally be driven to the point where clipping occurs.

It is unwise to control the vfo by switching the whole thing on and off. Switching the buffer is far more elegant and results in good isolation in the off position. For normal uses the oscillator need not be screened as the small size, screened coil and double sided pcb results in very little radiation. Coupling of the signal to other circuitry can be reduced by keeping connecting wires from running over the oscillator area.

The Regulator

However careful the design of a vfo, it will need a stable supply. As this is a general purpose vfo it could be required to work on a wider range of supply voltages, and a design range of 5.5V to 15V is assumed. Crude zener regulators can certainly be arranged to give a roughly constant output. So, 'Roughly' is the important word here, because the stabiliser must not only remove large variations but must also produce ripple- and noise-free dc. Many a vco has been spoiled by lack of attention to this 'close in' voltage control. In the Neapolitan an ic regulator provides the answer.

The LM2931 regulator is an impressive device designed for the rugged auto electric market. It will continue to produce a rock steady 5V output from well over 15V right down to about 5.5V input. The actual fixed output will be in the range 4.8V to 5.2V, and the quiescent current is only 1mA. Most of the current requirement for this vfo is taken by the buffer amp. Capacitors on the input and output of the regulator are the manufacturers' recommendation for optimum stability, but they also improve immunity to outside effects and reduce noise. Don't leave them out or the 2931 will 'take off'. R4 and C5 'gild the lily' by providing even more isolation of the oscillator. The 5V regulated supply is an excellent source of dc for the tuning potentiometer.

Construction

It is when we come to construction of the vfo that the pleasure and advantages of using smds become obvious. Looking at the pcb track pattern (Fig.3) you will notice that there are no component holes to be drilled. If this were a normal project you would now be facing the task of drilling some 80 1mm holes. Once you've etched this pcb, you've done most of the work. The Neopolitan is constructed on double sided pcbs which not only adds RF screening and stability but also reduces warping of the board which would put stress on the smds. It would be quite in order to put components on the reverse side but in this design it is simply connected to ground as a screen.

Getting the pcb track pattern onto copper is not difficult these days but in some respects smds are less critical than leaded devices. If mounting holes are required, such as M2 bolt holes at the corners, they should be drilled at this early stage.

When it comes to populating the board you will find that soldering chip components in place is much faster than soldering leaded devices by the time all the legs are bent and trimmed. The component positions on the pcb are shown in Fig.4. There is plenty of room on the board with the layout suggested and the order of component addition is not at all critical. Use a 26 SWG low-melting-point solder if available, along with a good iron which will heat the chips up rapidly and efficiently.

Use a smd assembly jig if possible to hold the components in place while soldering. This will allow you to make a good joint, which is very important with smds. The assembly jig will also result in a well-aligned, neat-looking pcb. Use the minimum amount of solder that will hold the chips in place.

Place IC1 on the board before C11, and place L1 before TC. Solder the fet in place last of all. Make certain to get the tantalum capacitors the right way around. Once the circuit is deemed to be working solder both sides of the screening can of L1 to the ground tracking. If you do make an error the chips can be removed with a hot air blower, rework tools or two irons. Lastly, don't forget to connect the rear side of the pcb to the ground on the circuit side. Ideally this should be done in at least three places. The finished circuit will benefit from a thin spraying of solder-through lacquer.
Setting Up
The anxious moment of applying power is upon us, so take it slowly and methodically and you should avoid disaster. Components which cross over a track such as R1 and R9, should be checked for shorts to the underlying conductor. If Ct is not required, use a zero ohm jumper to make the connection to the Vc pad. After a good visual check of all components connect a current limited power supply of 6V or more to the appropriate pad. Leave the buffer amplifier unconnected and measure the output from the regulator. This should be about 5V, but rock steady such that large changes in the input voltage should have no effect.

Measure the source voltage on Q1 expecting about 2V and check that it is oscillating by listening for it on a general coverage receiver. The tuning voltage applied to the varicap should be over 1V and ideally in the range of 2-5V where the frequency variation with voltage is linear. Below 2V the tuning diode begins to conduct and the tuning rate decreases. Now power up the buffer. The voltage on Q3's emitter should be about 3V if all is well. An oscilloscope would be useful for checking the output waveform, and the input to the buffer can be adjusted using RV1 for maximum output before clipping. In any case always adjust RV1 for the lowest output that will do the job in hand. This ensures least loading of the oscillator and best frequency stability. The final stability of the vfo is largely determined by its environment.

Keep the pcb away from heat sources. Mount the pcb in such a way that mechanical stresses on the box in which it is housed are not coupled to the oscillator. Avoid connecting wires running over the oscillator section. The magnetic field from loudspeaker magnets should be kept away from L1. The best quality tuning capacitors have two bearings, but this is not essential provided good sturdy mechanical methods are used. Just as important, connect the variable capacitor right up close to the Vc pad and use a direct ground connection to the pcb also. The buffer is capable of delivering several milliwatts at 2Vpp. If higher voltages are needed, a small 4:1 ferrite transformer will do the job.

Parts List
RESISTORS
R1, R2 100k  SMD size 1206
R3, R7 330R  SMD size 1206
R4  22R  SMD size 1206
R5  1k  SMD size 1206
R6  56k  SMD size 1206
R8  10R  SMD size 1206
R9  5k6  SMD size 1206
R10  22OR  SMD size 1206
Rx/Ct  OR  Jumper size 1206
RV1  1k  SMD preset type 3204
CAPACITORS
C1, C13 100nF  X7R dielectric SMD size 1206
C2  330pF  COG dielectric SMD size 1206
C3, C4 470pF  COG dielectric SMD size 1206
C5, C9, C11 470nF  X7R dielectric SMD size 1812
C6  10pF  COG dielectric SMD size 1206
C7, C8 22nF  COG dielectric SMD size 1206
C10  33uF/16V  Tantalum
C14  10uF/16V  Tantalum
SEMICONDUCTORS
D1  BB804  Dual varicap in SOT23 SMD package
Q1  BSR58  FET in SOT23 package
Q2, Q3  BSR14  NPN transistor in SOT23 package
IC1  LM2931  5V regulator in SO8 package
OFF-BOARD COMPONENTS
Tuning or RIT potentiometer  47k linear
Buffer on/off switch  spco device
100pF tuning capacitor  Type C804A or similar
Components prices from Blue Rose
All resistors (including Rx) 5p each.
RV1  75p
C1, C13  10p each
C2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11  8p each
C12  £1.50
C14  £1.02
D1 (BB804)  45p
Q1 (BSR58)  45p
Q2, Q3 (BSR14)  30p each
IC1 (LM2931)  £11.10
Prices as of March 1990.

Component prices from Blue Rose
All on-board components are available by mail order from Blue Rose Electronics, 538 Liverpool Road, Great Sankey, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 3LU. Catalogue £1. Callers by appointment. All off-board components are readily available from conventional component suppliers. The pcb can be obtained for £3.25 from the HRT PCB Service.
VHF at Sandown, 1990

VHF enthusiasts from across the UK and several Europeans once again converged on the Sandown Racecourse Exhibition Centre for this year’s annual VHF ‘Gathering of the Clans’. Following the traditional get-together the evening before in a local hostelry with many well-known 6m DX-chasers in attendance, the following day brought forth the usual large trade exhibition and lecture streams catering for the many and varied interests of the vhf/uhf/shf/ fraternity.

RSGB Opening Speech

The convention was officially opened by the RSGB president Frank Hall GM8BZX, whose speech gave the assembled amateurs something to think about. Firstly, the Novice Licence was welcomed with the hope of boosting the hobby’s appeal to the public, and Frank also added: “Without the Novice Licence, the number of amateurs, and he appealed to them, in no uncertain terms, to tell the RSGB about. Firstly, the Novice Licence was welcomed with the hope of boosting the hobby’s appeal to the public, and Frank also added: “Without the Novice Licence, the number of amateurs, and he appealed to them, in no uncertain terms, to tell the RSGB

HRT contributor Ken Ellis G5KW who received the Harold Rose trophy for his services to the RSGB ‘no’ to formal 12.5kHz channel spacing was added, at least over the next five years, despite rumours circulated to the contrary.

The traditional presentation of vhf trophies followed. Last year the name of the ‘Hillbillies’ was much in evidence, this year it was the ‘Northern Lights’ who received no less than four trophies for their contest efforts over the past year. Many other smiling faces also received trophies, including that of HRT contributor Ken Ellis G5KW who received the Harold Rose trophy for his services to the 6m band.

New Frontiers

The theme of the convention this year, if there ever was one, was most certainly that of the phenomenal increase in efficient digital modes on vhf/uhf, shown by the large number of packet radio and computer exhibitors in attendance. No doubt spurred by the large number of amateur data satellites recently launched, at least one dealer sold out of his entire stock of satellite packet modes. As well as many traders and the usual large RSGB stand (yours truly came away with several bits and pieces to pack up; this of course is the ideal time for last-minute bargain hunting. Yours truly came away with several bits of new reading material and the odd station accessory, although the new FT-650 100W 6m multimode at just under £1000 was just inspected with envy. Maybe next year...
**ICOM IC-R 100**

**NOW AVAILABLE**

**WITH SSB MODIFICATION**

**NO DEPOSIT!**

**UP TO 4 YEARS TO PAY**

**£499**

IC-R100 Mobile/Base Receiver

For the enthusiast who prefers a more permanent installation the IC-R100 is ideal giving full frequency coverage of 500KHz-1800MHz and AM/FM, FM narrow modes of operation. The IC-R100 boasts 100 memory channels to store your favourite stations and has features similar to the little pocket receiver.

48 monthly payments of £16.77

**£399**

IC-R1 Handportable Receiver

The new IC-R1 is a pocket-size receiver with continuous 150KHz through 1300MHz, AM/FM and FM narrow reception. With 100 memory channels this tiny receiver is packed full of features: Multi-scan functions, 11 search step increments, clock timer, power-save, S-meter and a convenient frequency selection via the keypad or tuning knob.

36 monthly payments of £16.03

**£989**

ICR700HF Receiver 500kHz-2GHz

YES, 500kHz to 2GHz CONTINUOUS receive in one unit. Using the ICR7000 multimode facilities, this probably makes the “2 in 1” ICR7000HF Receiver the most versatile scanner available today. Because of the enormous frequency coverage, the ICR7000HF has 200 mode sensitive channels for increased flexibility.

Now available on super credit terms.

48 monthly payments of £33.23 APR 29%

Cash/cheque/credit card price

ARE Communications Limited, 6 Royal Parade
Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A 1ET, England
Tel: 081-997 4476 Fax: 081-991 2565

---

**WE SELL ALL WELL KNOWN BRANDS**

**LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR CHOICE**

**KENWOOD — ICOM — STANDARD**

**PHONE 081-997 4476**

Opening Hours Monday-Friday 9.30 to 5.30
NOW OPEN 10 am to 5 pm SATURDAY
The radio designers at Alinco have been burning the midnight oil again. At the NEC show this year, the latest two Alinco portables were revealed: the 2m DJ-160E and 70cm DJ-460E. “Replete with bells and whistles” might be a tame description, as it is only once you’ve read the instruction book that you get a feel for the wide variety of standard operating facilities. HRT were again fortunate in receiving not just one, but both the vhf and uhf versions to review. The DJ-160E is selling at £219 and the DJ-460E at £229, complete with nicad and plug-in wall charger. We thought we’d take a closer look...

Controls
As well as keyboard entry, up/down buttons, and rotary tuning controls, all the usual microprocessor features are offered in a hand-sized unit measuring 142mm high by 57mm by 32mm. Each version gives a nominal 2W transmit output with a low power mode of 300mW from the standard 7.2V 700mAh battery. An optional 12V 700mAH battery increases the maximum power to 5W. The front panel keypad is fitted with rubberised buttons, to keep the rain out, and a top panel angled lcd (liquid crystal display) shows you what the set is doing. Next to the lcd are rubberised up/down buttons for frequency and memory channel stepping, and if that’s not enough a rotary click-step tuning knob is also fitted. The usual on/off/volume and squelch knobs are fitted as concentric controls, and a side mounted squelch defeat button lets you do a quick check what’s on the channel below the squelch threshold.

Battery saving facilities include the usual ‘economiser’ which cycles the receiver on and off if the set isn’t doing anything such as scanning or receiving, together with an Auto Power Off facility which after a warning bleep switches itself to standby mode if no activity has been present for 30 minutes.

Frequencies
The sets can be programmed to tune in either 5kHz, 10kHz, 12.5kHz, 20kHz or 25kHz steps, and as well as the standard 2m or 70cm bands, and each receiver may if required be dealer-supplied with extended receive coverage. Out-of-band transmit is inhibited, of course, and the extended receive option depends “on your government’s licensing viewpoint!” (We at the HRT reviews department have asked the RA about this, and at present are awaiting a reply.) Together with the tunable vfo, twenty memory channels are available, each capable of storing either simplex or repeater frequencies, with 14 channels also capable of storing ‘odd splits’ if required with programmable shifts of up to 10MHz. As well as this, a Call channel can be programmed for quick recall of your local natter or repeater channel, retrieved by a single button press on the keypad. To save accidental operations with the set whizzing off to another frequency, a keypad lock and frequency lock may be programmed in as required.

Scanning Around
What would a microprocessor controlled radio be without a scanner? These Alinco rigs seem to have it all. The memory channels as usual can be scanned one by one, with individual channels locked out of the scan as necessary to prevent the receiver locking up on busy repeaters or whatever. In vfo mode, a band scan may also be performed, encompassing either the entire frequency range, or just a pre-programmed section. In each case the receiver halts the scan whenever the squelch raises, with two choices of scan resume: simply resume scanning a couple of seconds after the squelch closes, or employ a Time Resume mode where the receiver halts for five seconds on each active channel, then resumes automatically regardless of the squelch state.

A priority scan mode can be enabled so that the set checks a pre- set channel for one second in every six, and whenever a signal appears on the priority channel the set bleeps and stays on that channel for three seconds. By suitable pre-programming, the priority scan mode may be used in either Memory, VFO, or Call channel mode to give you a choice of options. Together with this, a Dual Watch mode may be used where the set alternatively switches between the programmed Call channel and the selected memory channel or vfo frequency, spending three seconds on each.

Dtmf Selective Calling
A unique feature of these sets is dtmf (dual tone medium frequency, or telephone ‘touch tone’) selective calling. As well as the set’s keypad acting as a dtmf encoder, the receiver may be commanded to remain silent until it receives a multi-digit dtmf sequence that you’ve pre-programmed into the set. Then the speaker bursts into life to let you hear who’s calling you — very handy. Two forms of encoding and decoding are available: a ‘pager’ mode may be used to call either an individual set or a group of users, with each compatible set having the correct dtmf sequence of digits pre-programmed. The set’s speaker then remains silent until the correct code is received, following which the receiving set bleeps for five seconds to alert the user. Pressing the set’s ptt key then allows normal communication.

A Code Squelch function is provided, in which the set is pre-programmed with three dtmf digits, which when received will open the receiver squelch to allow the following speech to be received. Following correct decode, normal ptt operation is again possible, with the pre-programmed dtmf sequence being sent each time the ptt is pressed to ‘open up’...
the other receiver. In each case, the ‘DSQ’ indicator on the receiving set’s lcd flashes, until the ptt is pressed.

**Insides**

The radio section of these units is made up of a two-piece metal/plastic chassis with an overall plastic top panel, the rear metal casting being used for the transmitter power amplifier heatsink. On disassembling the rig for service, the set opens up like a book with the rf stages on one half, the low frequency, control, keypad and display units on the other. Repairs would certainly need a magnifying glass and tweezers, with a multitude of tiny surface mount components in evidence. If you’re buying one, make sure it comes from a dealer with a good service department — even experienced constructors would find many repairs on this type of high-density smd (surface mount device) board impossible.

On the circuitry side, both vhf and uhf versions have a dual conversion superhet with a high first if of 55.05MHz for the receiver, a pair of tiny monolithic dual crystal filters being used for selectivity, and the usual vco/amplifier and block type pa module for the transmitter. The pa and the sensitive vco are well screened from the remainder of the circuitry, very important with so much circuitry squeezed into such a small space. It’s a pity the supplied manual gives no user adjustment information such as frequency, deviation and the like, even though most users would not be expected to do their own repairs.

**On The Air**

I tried both the sets on air for some time, operating at home, on the move as a pedestrian and in a vehicle, and to show that we’re not just a magazine for UK readers the sets even accompanied me on a short European trip, with DL/G4HCL/P in operation under the guise of our standard CEPT licence.

The first thing that struck me was the difficulty in getting to know how to use the many facilities, and to start with I must confess I simply operated each in vfo mode using the main tuning knob. This achieved a reasonable degree of flexibility, although in time I fathomed out the instruction manual, which in my
opinion was often rather confusing as well as being inaccurate in one or two places. I found the tuning knob was often the only reliable method of operation at night due to the absence of any control and keypad information, although the LCD could be backlit. However, I eventually grew used to and appreciated the night due to the absence of any control: the only reliable method of operation at places. I found the tuning knob was often as well as being inaccurate in one or two opinion was often rather confusing as channel monitoring in memory scan mode intricacies of such modes as priority could be backlit. However, the squelch however was very sensitive, for example, due to the lack of the ground go of it, when putting it down on a table, noticeably lost weak signals once I had let on receive, although the 2m DJ-160E baffled!

Programmable functions sometimes found this to be a bit on the although probably unsurprisingly I did notice that the nics, suggesting a low current drain from the receiver combined with the internal microphones. Throughout the on-air tests, I never totally flattenned the nics, suggesting a low current drain from the transmitter combined with the extra-capacity battery supplied as standard, giving 700mAh rather than the more usual 500 or 600mAh (or even 300mAh with some handhelds).

Dtmf Decoding
This was very useful. Sheila G8IYA and I normally converse on 70cm simplex using keypad dtmf type handsets when apart but within local 70cm range, but we find that use of the semi-local 2m and 70cm repeaters is rather hit and miss due to other activity on the channel, causing us to monitor with the volume turned down. Using the dtmf facility on the Alinco portables allows one of us to monitor in silence when required, knowing that the set would burst into life when the other called with the correct dtmf sequence. This worked even when using a different rig as long as it had a dtmf encoder. I found in this case the

Alinco would respond to a manually entered dtmf sequence in Code Squelch mode, but not in Group Pager mode (ie giving bleeps as well as allowing speech reception) although this would work with another Alinco, apparently due to extra, non-documented digits being transmitted. Try as I might, I couldn't get the individual pager facility to operate, but this as well as the previous mode could of course have been down to 'finger trouble'. Maybe one day I'll get it to work for me!

Laboratory Tests
In all, a fairly reasonable set of results were measured. As found on air, the current consumption was fairly low, indicating that the nics should give a reasonable life. The receive 'economiser' fitted to virtually all handhelds nowadays can be used to extend the battery life further when the set isn't scanning or receiving. I found the set would operate with a supply voltage down to around 6.5V, although no low battery indication is given. The receive if rejection was fairly good considering the extended receive coverage that can be accommodated, but second if rejection at 910kHz away was a bit on the poor side, as I had noticed in use.

The transmit deviation was reasonably set though as the DJ-460E 70cm model was slightly over the top of the maximum 5kHz standard. The transmit harmonics were reasonably suppressed, and the power linearity was quite good across the band. The power output as measured with each unit powered from a stabilised laboratory voltage source were slightly on the low side of 2W at 7.2V, although when a freshly-charged 7.2V nics was applied the resulting power output was naturally higher in each case. I did notice that the rear panel became quite warm with a 12V supply applied giving the higher transmit output power.

Conclusions
Alinco have a reputation for offering no nonsense rigs at an economic price, yet with the DJ-160E and the DJ-460E they have offered a very comprehensive set of operating features combined with the unique facility of dtmf selective calling as a standard addition. This dtmf method has the advantage of being able to operate through most voice repeaters, unlike low band sub-tone frequencies which often fail due to repeater audio tailoring. In use I must confess I found the operation of some of the advanced features a little difficult even though I am a radio engineer, although this could of course be a case of technology beating the capacity of the human memory.

My thanks go to Waters and Stanton Electronics for the loan of the reviews transceivers.

LABORATORY RESULTS:
vhf Measurements relate to DJ-160E
uhf Measurements relate to DJ-460E

RECEIVER:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity: Input level required to give</th>
<th>12dB sinad:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144MHz: 0.155µV pd</td>
<td>145MHz: 0.155µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146MHz: 0.150µV pd</td>
<td>430MHz: 0.160µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345MHz: 0.160µV pd</td>
<td>440MHz: 0.165µV pd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjacent Channel Selectivity:

| Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB sinad ref. level to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB on-channel signal: |
|-----------------------------------------|-------------|
| +12.5kHz:                             | 145MHz 435MHz |
| +12.5kHz:                             | 145MHz 435MHz |
| +25kHz:                               | 86dB 66dB    |
| +25kHz:                               | 67dB 67dB    |

Blocking: Increase over 12dB sinad level of interfering signal modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB sinad on-channel signal:

| 145MHz 435MHz                          |
+100kHz: 81dB 79dB
+1MHz: 83dB 86dB
+10MHz: 109dB 89dB

Squelch Sensitivity:

| 145MHz: Threshold: <0.1µV pd (<6dB sinad) |
| Maximum: 0.34µV pd (19dB sinad)           |

435MHz: <0.1µV pd (6dB sinad)
0.36µV pd (18dB sinad)

Intermodulation Rejection: Increase over 12dB sinad level of two interfering signals giving identical 12dB sinad on-channel 3rd order intermodulation product:

| 145MHz 435MHz                          |
25/50kHz spacing: 65dB 71dB
50/100kHz spacing: 64dB 70dB

Maximum Audio Output: Measured at 1kHz on the onset of clipping:

| 145MHz 435MHz                          |
30hm load: 175mW RMS 160mW RMS
80hm load: 160mW RMS 185mW RMS
150hm load: 130mW RMS 145mW RMS
### Current Consumption:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Standby, squelch closed</th>
<th>Receive, mid volume</th>
<th>Receive, max volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>55mA</td>
<td>151mA</td>
<td>172mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>58mA</td>
<td>138mA</td>
<td>162mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tx Power and Current Consumption:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Supply</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.95/880</td>
<td>4.35/1.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>255/385</td>
<td>360/445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.90/865</td>
<td>4.25/1.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>250/370</td>
<td>345/430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.85/855</td>
<td>4.20/1.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>220/360</td>
<td>320/410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.60/1.09</td>
<td>3.80/1.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>220/545</td>
<td>550/680</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.55/1.04</td>
<td>3.80/1.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>230/550</td>
<td>3.70/1.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.30/965</td>
<td>3.70/1.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>190/455</td>
<td>4.95/620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### S-Meter Linearity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>45MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>0.61µV pd</td>
<td>0.69µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>1.28µV pd</td>
<td>-7.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>1.86µV pd</td>
<td>-3.7dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>2.40µV pd</td>
<td>-1.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
<td>2.85µV pd</td>
<td>0dB ref.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9+</td>
<td>3.70µV pd</td>
<td>+2.3dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Image Rejection:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>98.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz (255.1MHz)</td>
<td>63.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>49.0dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Harmonics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>-70dB</td>
<td>-72dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>-74dB</td>
<td>-82dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>&lt;90dB</td>
<td>-84dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>-83dB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>-90dB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>-90dB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Peak Deviation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.95kHz</td>
<td>5.60kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Toneburst Deviation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.05kHz</td>
<td>3.30kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Introducing the new VHF WAVEMETER for 2 meters**

The DRAE VHF wavemeter is designed for use with amateur band VHF transceivers. It can be used to check the level of harmonics (up to the 3rd), spurii, and also that the multiplier chains are set to give the correct multiple.

The wavemeter uses p.c.b. coils (for stability) and hyper-abrupt varicap diodes to pick out the desired frequency. A schottky (hot carrier) diode detector rectifies the signal to drive the meter, working efficiently even at 450MHz. A regulated 24 volt is generated from the PP3 battery by a switching regulator.

**Price £35.94**

---

**DAVTREND LIMITED**

Unit 7a, Fitzherbert Spur, Farlington, Portsmouth PO6 1TT

Telephone: (0705) 372004  Fax: (0705) 326307

---

**For free brochures, please send SAE**

We also design and manufacture custom power converters for Telecoms, Railway and Industrial applications.

---

**HAM RADIO TODAY AUGUST 1990**

please mention HRT when replying to advertisements

---

**PRICES**

13.8V LINEAR POWER SUPPLIES (including VAT & Carriage)

- Self Resetting OVP 4 Amp £ 57.39
- Thermal Trip 6 Amp £ 84.99
- Regulation <1% 12 Amp £113.10
- Ripple and Noise <10mV Pk-Pk 24 Amp £163.42

For free brochures, please send SAE

---

**PROFESSIONAL POWER SUPPLIES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR**

---

**1111111111ta.**

---

**29**
From Russia with love

The multitude of friends of Alexander Zhadan UA6LHB, might like to know how his visit to the UK began. It “snowballed” from an invitation extended to Alex, his XYL, Olga and her brother, Anatol UA6LJC, to visit my Ramsbottom QTH, when we met in Yalta last year. They had driven more than 800 km in a 16 old Lada to surprise me at the resort.

Arthur Taylor G4KLV welcomes an old friend to the UK.

A battle with authority, here and in the USSR, was fought before he could come here. Fortunately I was au fait with the procedure, having had a Russian teacher staying with me and my wife, Margaret, earlier in the year. Being fluent in the language, I could type out mandatory guarantees of board and lodgings of all three in Cyrillic on my PCW. This did not escape UA6LHB’s notice.

Amateurs with shares in British Telecom might thank Alex for telling the world that he was coming over and, as our telephone went berserk, I began to realise that we were on to something bigger than we could handle alone. But I did not know then that this fraternity of ours is the most generous, hospitable and innovative in the world.

Ron Smith G3MYN, from Aldershot, was the first to offer hospitality to the trio, and it was Ron I persuaded to take on the task of handling the cash generously contributed to help in offsetting the £700-plus cost of the air fares.

There was a surprise for Alexander, Olga and Anatol on Friday 1st September at Heathrow when they were met at the foot of the aircraft steps by Gary G0ENW, an airport official, the first to greet them and Alex was handed an envelope containing the huge sum of money Ron had collected from friends of UA6LHB.

However, weeks before, an itinerary had been prepared to enable Alex to meet as many of his friends in “G-land” as possible. We were also able to arrange a visit to “GM-land” when Mike Mistofsky GM4KLO, and Bill Murray GM3AWW, came in with a late offer of board, lodgings, train fares and more for all three.

At the arrival party at the Royal Arms in Upper Hale, Aldershot, radio amateurs set a standard of hospitality that was to become the norm. A list of call signs present would occupy a lot of space. On Sunday, 3rd September Denis Squire G0DAS and his XYL were the hosts at Esher, and Denis made a dream come true for Olga by including Madame Tussaud's in a tour of London. Denis also arranged for cheap travel passes before he bought their bus tickets to Plymouth for the next stage.

At Plymouth they were met by Ken Clarke G4MPO and his XYL Dinah G7BIK, who were their hosts in Liskeard, Cornwall. This stop included a civic reception, and I am sure the children of St. Cleer school will not forget the Cossack from Rostov-on-Don who arrived in their midst. Alex told me of the barbecues laid on by Dr. Charles Nadin G4RMB at his Linkinhorne estate and of another arranged by Jim Caldwell G4WDI and XYL Maggie, Chairperson of Launceton Amateur Radio Club as well as Dave Sleep G4RLZ, Brian and Val Taylor G0EIA, local and Australian radio amateurs.

After a guided tour of Plymouth they caught the 11.30 coach for Manchester, where I picked them up.

The highlight of Saturday 9th September was a visit to the QTH of an old friend of Alex's, Jack Taylor G2BJT, whose XYL Tag laid on a lavish buffet. We adjourned to a lovely country pub, along with Harry Arnfield G3LX, a radio amateur of 50 years standing and Laurie Williams G0JLZ, a protege of G2BJT, both members of Stockport Radio Society.

Sunday 10th saw us bound for Whitharrow Hall at Berrier, Penrith where Arthur Hopkinson G0AUG, and his XYL Marina G0AUH have a large caravan park, which became home for a couple of days. Olga said the luxurious 8-berth caravan was superior to her flat in Rostov.

This visit was a bonus for me, because Arthur gave us a superb tour of the Lakes in his Range Rover and treated us to magnificent dinners at his favourite restaurants.

By this time Alex and Anatol were talking about buying a rig and, seeing Arthur’s 757, they said that they must have one. This was arranged by friends of G0AUG, when they visited Bev Wright G4XLY in the Midlands.

On Tuesday 12th I waved a temporary farewell as Arthur and Marina headed towards Glasgow.

The visit to Scotland was a huge success and they met a great many radio amateur friends of GM4KLO and GM3AWW.

Two days later, Mike and Bill bought the tickets and put them on the train to Preston where Bob Lee G0LEE and I greeted them. To say that they enjoyed their Scottish trip would be an understatement. I realised that this had been something special for them to tell friends back home.
While our guests had been across the border a letter arrived with a generous contribution towards expenses from Carolyn Gilbody, radio amateur a living in Belfast. Her husband Brian is The Prof of Physics at Queens University and keen to meet Alex, but they had not known early enough.

On Friday my XYL and Olga, with one of my students as interpreter, went shopping in Bolton. I took Alex and Anatol to Dixon’s. Alex had seen me typing in Russian on my PCW interpreter, went shopping in Bolton. I took Alex and Anatol demonstration in the shop before he would accept the package, and was determined to take one back with him.

Not taking any chances, he insisted on a complete checking of the shop before he would accept the package, which weighed over 17kg. It was funny to see Alex and Anatol carrying that large box through the town. That evening I instructed Alex on how to get Cyrillic on the Amstrad, and he made copious notes.

The computer meant that he could not buy the rig he had hoped for but Anatol still had cash to buy a rig and was eagerly looking forward to meeting Arthur and Bev, friends in the trade.

Stanton-in-Peak is a beautiful spot where Bev G4XIY has his QTH. Bev booked them into the local hotel owing to the illness of his aunt who had intended to put them up. Sadly Bev’s Aunt has since died, and we offer our condolences.

I said “Da svindania” to my Russian friends, and did not linger, because the schedule left little time for Bev to get to know them. On Sunday Bev drove them to Melton Mowbray, whence Andrew Wright G4OLF, drove them to Salthouse, Norfolk, where his XYL Brenda G4SDF was waiting to take over. The evening was spent with Tom G3RZ, President of Fakenham Radio Club, and other amateurs.

A visit to Cambridge, Trinity College and the Cavendish Laboratory, once occupied by Isaac Newton gave Alex a thrill. Stanton-in-Peak is a beautiful spot where Bev G4XIY has his QTH. Bev booked them into the local hotel owing to the illness of his aunt who had intended to put them up. Sadly Bev’s Aunt has since died, and we offer our condolences.

I said “Da svindania” to my Russian friends, and did not linger, because the schedule left little time for Bev to get to know them. On Sunday Bev drove them to Melton Mowbray, whence Andrew Wright G4OLF, drove them to Salthouse, Norfolk, where his XYL Brenda G4SDF was waiting to take over. The evening was spent with Tom G3RZ, President of Fakenham Radio Club, and other amateurs.

A visit to Cambridge, Trinity College and the Cavendish Laboratory, once occupied by Isaac Newton gave Alex a thrill. Equally, Keith GOGFQ, who had his first QSO with UA6LHB, must have been delighted to meet the man himself.

Les G0DSN, and his XYL Betty from Stiffkey were Norfolk folk at the reception. The Russians were shown Sheringham Park and climbed the Gazebo. Friends of Andrew and Brenda provided transport. And we are very grateful to Chris Evans and Geoff Jukes, and a special vote of thanks must go to the XYLs and YLs involved in entertaining our Russian visitors.

I cannot end this report better than by quoting from a letter from Ron G3MYN:

22 September: I arrived at Heathrow Term. 2 in 22. Great concern expressed at the amount of luggage. With the help of Gary (GOENW) the matter was resolved. The Amstrad and 757GXII had to be dealt with by customs to reclaim Vat etc. Booking-in, all done by 08.20. Farewells exchanged, we went our ways in the knowledge that everyone had had a most happy three weeks.

Thank you Olga, Alex and Anatol

All that remains now is for me to thank the large number of people who chipped in to make this visit a memorable time of glasnost, perestroika and droozhba. This last word, means “friendship”, and I hope lasting friendships were formed among members of our wonderful hobby.
Radio Prague has undergone a complete internal overhaul, and Radio South Africa has withdrawn into its African borders.

The last few months have seen major re-organisations of several large international broadcasting stations. The most far-ranging of these was undoubtedly that of Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia, which was closed down altogether — without any explanation being given — at the beginning of April. In fact, Radio Prague's programmes for Czech and Slovak speakers abroad, as well as their "Inter-programme" service in English, German and other languages (mainly intended for foreign visitors to Czechoslovakia) did stay on the air, but the great majority of their programmes, including those in English for Europe, North America and other parts of the world, were closed down.

The reason for this was that, following their peaceful revolution in November 1989, the Czechoslovak government had decided that Radio Prague needed a complete break from the past; a clean sweep and a new start was required. In order to achieve this, they ordered the station off the air for a period of a month, during which time the highest management would look at what Radio Prague was doing, how they should achieve it, what parts of the world they should broadcast to, what languages they should use, and which members of staff they should keep. Certain staff members were seen as being too closely allied to the former communist governments and were asked to leave.

The station re-emerged as Radio Prague International on 7th May, with a new programme and transmission schedule and a new style of programmes. Give it a listen — it is very different from the old-style Radio Prague of the 70s and 80s. There are now four English-language programmes for Europe, one of which is broadcast at 2100-2115 GMT on 11990, 7345, 6055 and 5930 kHz (all of these are long-standing Radio Prague frequencies). It seems as if the former Radio Prague programmes in Arabic, Spanish and perhaps other languages have been dropped: presumably the Czechoslovak government has decided that their main target audience is now in the English, French and German-speaking countries.

Another major re-organisation has taken place at the Johannesburg headquarters of Radio RSA, "the Voice of South Africa". For many years this was by
Radio Korea, which broadcasts from Seoul in South Korea has recently negotiated a relay agreement with Radio Canada International.

Far the easiest radio station to hear from sub-Saharan Africa — indeed, South Africa was one of the few African countries to have any sort of external broadcasting organisation. Radio RSA had a policy of always using the highest frequency band which would propagate efficiently — so in sunspot maximum years they would use the 11 metre band (typically 25790 kHz) for broadcasts to Europe, while for most of the remainder of the sunspot cycle the 13 metre band was used (usually 21590 or 21535 kHz), dropping down to the 17 MHz band only in sunspot minimum years. The north-south propagation path is very reliable, so reception of Radio RSA in Britain was usually excellent. However, in April listeners were amazed to hear announcements stating that as from 1st May, Radio RSA would no longer be broadcasting to any part of the world except Africa.

**African Radio Confined**

Apparenty another political decision had been taken, and that was that listeners in Europe and North America had other means of gaining news about developments in South Africa (for example, the South African Broadcasting Corporation, of which Radio RSA is a part, has recently started satellite TV programmes which are available in parts of North America and via the Cable News Network). It was thought that people in the third world, and in particular Africa, did not have access to this sort of information, and only shortwave radio could get through to them. Audience surveys had also shown that in Europe and North America relatively few people listened to Radio RSA, while in Africa the station had almost as many listeners as the Voice of America or BBC World Service (probably because of the strength of the signal in the African target areas), and so it was probably considered to be uneconomical to continue broadcasts to other parts of the world.

Many listeners were amazed by this decision, as Radio RSA very definitely had a "message" to spread to the world, and it seems extraordinary that the South African government should suddenly stop this for relatively trifling sums of money — after all, no one could imagine Radio Moscow suddenly deciding to stop all broadcasts except those to Europe! Whether or not you agreed with the political point of view, Radio RSA's programmes were always very professional, their entertainment programmes entertaining and their non-political feature programmes — such as those on African wildlife and conservation measures — interesting and thought-provoking. Since 1st May, the only Radio RSA programme in English which has been audible has been at 1500-1600 GMT on 17835 kHz.

Although they are not planning to cut out so many broadcasts as Radio RSA or Radio Prague International, yet another station threatening "reorganisation" is Radio Sweden. There they are also looking to their priorities and — much in the same way as Radio RSA is turning more towards Africa — Radio Sweden is turning towards Europe, and especially Eastern Europe. About a year ago, Radio Sweden introduced short news bulletins in Estonian and Latvian, which were for a trial period only. The developments in the Baltic States must have happened even quicker than the bosses at Radio Sweden could have imagined, and now these two language services are safe and in the Radio Sweden schedule on a permanent basis. Indeed, they are going to be increased to fifteen minutes daily from this autumn.
I wouldn't be at all surprised to see these two language services joined by Lithuanian shortly — indeed, many SWLs are surprised that Radio Sweden does not already broadcast in this language of its neighbour. The head of programmes at Radio Sweden, quoted by their “Sweden Calling DXers” programme, has also said that since Europe is now being given a higher priority than other parts of the world, Radio Sweden would concentrate more on its broadcasts in Russian, German and English, with the French and Spanish programmes (which are mainly beamed to Africa and South America rather than Europe) cut back to fifteen minutes each — the same status as Latvian or Estonian — while the Portuguese broadcasts are expected to be dropped altogether. All these changes are due to take place in September, when Radio Sweden introduces their autumn transmission schedule period.

While several international broadcasting stations are cutting back their services, or at least rethinking their priorities, a few others are still expanding: most experts think that international shortwave broadcasting will still be with us for many a long year yet! One such station is Radio Korea, which broadcasts from Seoul, South Korea. They have recently negotiated a relay agreement with Radio Canada International and now broadcast one and a half hours a day in Spanish, English and Korean to North America via the transmitters of RCI at Sackville on Canada's eastern coast. The English-language broadcast is at 1030-1100 GMT and is on 11715 kHz. Although the broadcast is intended primarily for the USA, reception is sometimes quite good in Britain and in any case it is usually a lot easier to hear than Radio Korea's broadcasts beamed to Europe from their transmitters in Korea itself.

Another station expanding their various language services is REE - Spanish Foreign Radio (Radio Exterior de Espana) which started broadcasts in Russian and German for the first time and lengthened programmes in Arabic, Galician, Catalan and Basque at the beginning of May.

Radio Netherlands has always been a favourite of short wave listeners. Often their signals are better-received from this relay site on Bonaire than direct from the Netherlands — even in Europe!

S. W(imbledon) L.
Those of you holidaying in Spain — or elsewhere in Europe — this summer could do worse than take a transistor portable shortwave receiver with you. Many Brits like to tune into BBC World Service while abroad (I am usually on holiday during Wimbledon fortnight and wouldn't be caught without a tranny on the beach during that period). The ladies' and men's finals this year are on 7th and 8th July and live commentary will be broadcast on BBC World Service from 1309 GMT on both days on a wide range of frequencies between the 11 and 49 metre bands (25 to 6 MHz bands). The Service news bulletins and Wimbledon or cricket commentaries. Here are a few suggestions for your holiday listening in the Mediterranean area this summer:

Swiss Radio International has a news service second only to that of BBC World Service, with half-hour long English-language programmes consisting of the news, plus “Dateline” — news background reports — with feature programmes at the weekend. The service is broadcast via omni-directional antennas at 1200 GMT on 6165, 9535 and 12030 kHz, and at 1730 GMT on 3985, 6165

best frequencies for listening throughout most of Europe are 15070, 12095 and 9410 kHz, with 25750 kHz good in southern Europe and north Africa. 17705 for the Spain/Portugal area and 17640 and 9660 kHz for the Greece/Turkey area. Most of these frequencies are on the air for much of the day, with the usual rule of the higher frequencies providing best reception during the day and the lower frequencies working well in the late afternoon and evening.

However, for most short wave listeners, listening only to BBC World Service is very restricting. Many of the international broadcast stations in Europe have a very good signal throughout Europe and beyond, and it can be quite rewarding to listen to the English-language programmes of some of the other stations between the BBC World
Radio Sweden promises a major "reorganisation" this autumn, but programmes in English (as well as German and Russian) should be strengthened.

and 9535 kHz. In addition, there are also English-language programmes for other parts of the world at different times.

In the same part of the world, Radio Austria International broadcasts to Europe and the Mediterranean area in English at 0730-0800 GMT on 6155, 13730, 15410 and 21490 kHz. The programme can also be heard at 1130-1200 GMT on the same frequencies and at 1430 and 1630 GMT on 6155, 11780, 13730 and 21490 kHz. Finally, Radio Austria International broadcasts to Europe at 1930-2000 GMT on 5945, 6155, 12010 and 13730 kHz.

Radio Austria International’s English language service is another favourite with holiday travellers.

Earlier, I mentioned that Radio Canada International had started relays of Radio Korea which could be heard in Europe. RCI’s own programmes are well heard, with news bulletins in English at 1445-1500 GMT on 11935, 15315, 15325 and 17820 kHz. Later, another news bulletin is broadcast at 1615-1630 GMT on 11935, 15305, 15325, 17820 and 21545 kHz, while at 1830 there is a full half-hour feature programme (not broadcast on Saturdays and Sundays) on 5995, 7235, 15325, 17875 and 21675 kHz. Finally, there is a relay of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s home service news programmes at 2100-2200 GMT, which are broadcast to Europe on 15325 and 17875 kHz.

Two other stations which couldn’t fail to be mentioned for holiday listening are those old favourites of short wave listeners, Radio Sweden and Radio Netherlands. Radio Sweden has half-hour English programmes at 1530 GMT on 17880, 21500 and 21655 kHz, at 1700 on 6085 and 9615 kHz, and at 2100 GMT on 9655 and 11705 kHz. The last two transmissions are also on 1179 kHz mediumwave, but during the summer months this is only audible in northern Europe.

Finally, Radio Netherlands has fifty-five minute long English programmes at 1130-1225 GMT on 5955 and 9715 kHz, at 1430-1525 GMT on 5955, 13770 and 17605 kHz, and at 1630-1725 on 15570 kHz and 1830-1925 kHz on 15560 kHz. The last two transmissions are relayed via Radio Netherlands’ relay site on Madagascar, and are intended primarily for listeners in Africa, although they are often well heard in Europe. The 1830 GMT programme is also relayed on 17805 and 21685 kHz from another relay site, in the Netherlands Antilles, off the coast of South America and this too often provides excellent reception in Europe.

All the stations mentioned welcome reception reports, particularly for broadcasts received on transistor portable receivers without the benefit of large outdoor antenna systems. Most will acknowledge receipt of the reception reports with QSL cards, similar to some of those illustrated. Good listening.
The GX-2 package for the BBC B and Master computers is a dual-mode transmit and receive system for the Slow-Scan Television and Fax fan. This is a fairly new software system, launched at the end of 1989, from Technical Software, who are famous for their RX-X multi-mode receive only series of packages for the radio amateur.

As its name implies, the GX-2 package supports two modes, SSTV and FAX, and comes complete with the necessary interface, connecting leads, instruction manual and an eprom containing the program itself for insertion into the computer. One immediate advantage of this system is that the software is permanently resident in the computer's firmware.

Instructions

The instructions manual is a pleasant surprise when we have been conditioned to expect from many software houses, and be thankful for, the few illegible photocopied pages that tell us more about the publisher than the package. This manual is a professionally produced instruction guide, with all the necessary details to operate the software.

The opening page of the booklet 'welcomes' the user to GX-2 and is followed by the pages detailing installation of the eprom, connection to the radio equipment and initial set-up recommendations. These installation details are comprehensive enough for even the most technically inept among us to get the eprom fitted and the necessary connections made correctly. A section to be found at the end of the user manual deals with what to do if the system fails to operate. Also, the problem of computer noise and general QRM is comprehensively dealt with.

The three pages of the manual following the set-up pages deal with the screen display, obtaining hard copies of pictures and saving screens to storage on disk or tape. It is suggested that in practical use it is advisable to employ disk storage only. This is due to the large amounts of memory used by screens and the consequent very long save/load times if using tape storage, which would make it impracticable during live QSOs particularly. With regard to making hard copies on your printer, you need to have a few printer ribbons about your person, as they wear out rather more quickly than normal.

The next section of the user instruction book details the type-ahead facilities of the package, which it states are 'very sophisticated'. Comparing them to what is allowed with other systems on other computers, I must agree. Unless receiving Fax pictures using the entire screen, these type-ahead functions are available at any time. CQ calls, messages, or whatever can be typed into buffers while still receiving or transmitting another buffer or screen.

There are five type-ahead buffers, four of which can be displayed on the screen at any one time, each occupying a quarter of the screen height. This allows for up to five messages to be typed ahead, any of which can be selected for transmission at any time and in any order. Alternatively, the whole screen can be used to type in messages. When transmitted they occupy the whole screen and not just a quarter of it as used in the type-ahead mode.

Anyone who has seen sstv in operation will be aware that the need to be able to transmit large characters is paramount, even under the best receive conditions with strong signals the nature of the mode requires that larger than normal text is best used. The GX-2 package allows selection of four different text heights and three different text widths. These are x1, x2, x4 and x6 normal computer text height and x3, x6 and x12 normal width. The text as seen in the quarter height buffer will be four times that size when transmitted. The text and background colours are also user selectable from a choice of eight, which appear as shades of grey in black and white sstv and levels of brightness in the Fax mode.

The rest of the instruction book gives an in-depth examination of the two modes and all the various facilities afforded by the software. A complete list of all the key-strokes, (usually CONTROL or SHIFT and one other key, or single keys) is given for each mode.

Connection and Set-up

As I said earlier, the connection instructions at the front of the manual are quite comprehensive. Fitting must always be done with the computer switched off; the top cover of the computer is removed, the eprom slotted into the first available free socket ensuring that the notch on the device is aligned in the same direction as the others and the cover replaced.

If a spare eprom socket is not avail-
able then either another utility will have to be removed, or an eprom expansion board fitted. A standard unmodified BBC will have at least one free socket.

Next, the interface must be connected to the computer using the ribbon cable attached to the interface, by plugging it into the user port on the BBC. The interface itself is built into a black impact resistant box measuring 11 by 6 by 3 cm, with the ribbon cable and radio interconnection cables terminated, and are tinned and labelled ready for soldering to the correct type of plug. If you advise Technical Software, when ordering, of the type of plugs required they will fit them for you.

After the eprom has been installed and all the connections made, the day of reckoning has arrived. Switch on the computer. The usual screen prompt will appear advising you of memory available, DFS type and Basic. Above this will be another prompt announcing the presence of the eprom. If this prompt does not appear a check must be made to confirm the correct insertion of the eprom.

Assuming all is well so far the program can now be called. Type in "SSTV" or "FAX" for the mode desired. If the interface is incorrectly connected, or not connected at all, the following on-screen prompt will appear: INTERFACE ??

BASIC

Switch off the computer, check the connections, switch on and try again. If all is well (and it invariably is) the screen display will change to that of the mode selected.

**Slow Scan TV**

The screen display in the SSTV mode consists of a vertical control bar down the right-hand edge of the screen in which the various control modes and selected facilities are displayed. The remaining 90% of the screen is used to display incoming pictures, or the type-ahead buffers, etc. The default mode of the system is 8 second 128 line black and white receive, which is confirmed by an R being displayed in the control bar.

In the top right-hand corner of the display is a simple fine-tuning bar. This is only of any use if the received signals are strong enough, and then only once the signal has been coarse-tuned closely enough on the radio receiver for a picture to start to appear on the screen. Any of the various SSTV modes, line or frame sequential colour, Robot VIS modes, mono modes, etc., and any of the frame speeds can be selected at any time by making the appropriate key-strokes.

A very useful feature of the software is the ability to put the system into hold, whereby the incoming picture is frozen on the screen at the end of the present frame, which allows the picture to be saved to whatever storage medium is in use for later retrieval, etc.

The Robot Vertical Interval Signal (VIS) mode is full supported by the software, causing a received picture to be automatically received in the correct mode as soon as the VIS signal at the start of a frame is received. When receiving Line-Sequential pictures the system automatically inserts the SC-1 synchronisation pulse at the beginning of each red line, to regain correct colour registration if lost due to fading or whatever. All Robot and SC-1 modes are fully supported by the package.

Having played around with the receive section you are now ready to transmit. Keying CTRL T sets the system to standby transmit, indicated by a T in the control bar, where a continuous tone is sent by the radio to allow the distant receiving station to "nett" onto your signal. The same settings and mode selected during receive are automatically selected as the transmit settings.

To transmit a message, simply select the appropriate type-ahead buffer by keying CTRL Fx, where f is the appropriate function key denoted by the number x. The buffer for transmission can be changed at any time by re-selecting as above. The transmitted message will then change at the beginning of the next frame.

Each of the five type-ahead buffers has a colour/grey-scale shown at the bottom, which indicates the limit of the picture area for transmission in the Robot mode. In other modes this, or whatever is typed over it is transmitted. Alternatively, a previously stored picture can be loaded into the main screen from the storage medium and then transmitted by selecting f0. The selected screen is continually transmitted until another is selected or the system is put into hold or returned to receive.

While transmitting it is possible to change the transmit speed and the line speed between 128 and 256 lines, but only while in the hold mode, which will put the system into standby again at the end of the frame being sent. All other mode changes can only be made while in receive.

**Fax**

Both amateur and commercial facsimile reception and transmission, or Fax as it is commonly known, is fully supported by the GX-2 package. By typing "FAX" from switch on, or by keying CTRL F from the SSTV system, the software defaults to Fax receive at settings of 120 rpm and an IOC of 288. The screen display is similar to the SSTV mode.

Tuning signals in is a little more difficult than in the SSTV mode. There is no on-screen fine-tuning indicator. I found it best to tune to the low-side of a signal and then tune very slowly through the signal until correct tuning was achieved. Once the signal is tuned in the correct IOC setting must be selected by pressing CTRL (up arrow) or CTRL (down arrow) until the pictures aspect ratio is correct. The picture hold facility works exactly as in the SSTV mode, again allowing received pictures to be saved.

Keying CTRL T puts you into Fax transmit, with the same speed and IOC settings as were last selected during receive. Once the required screen or buffer is selected for transmission the system sends 30 seconds of phasing signal, once again to allow the receiving station to tune in. After this phasing signal the picture/message is sent, followed by five seconds of stop tone. The system then returns to receive, the screen only being sent once. At the usual amateur settings of 120rpm and IOC of 288 (the default settings) a full-screen picture takes around seven minutes to send — time for a cuppa, or whatever takes your fancy. It is possible to select to send just the top quarter instead.

Unlike the SSTV side of the software package, printing hard copies of pictures requires the extra Printer Fax option to be purchased. With this additional facility, the Fax pictures can be sent to the printer as normal. Picture phasing is automatic with this option but only at the most common receive speed of 120 rpm.

**Conclusion**

Overall I was very impressed with the total package, its presentation, the detailed instructions and the relative simplicity of operation and use. It took only a short time before I was watching slow scan pictures forming on the screen and spent many hours 'pinching' pictures from transmission on 20M between European stations.

Being a 'mere' G6 I only transmitted on 2m and used my old friend Barry...
GoHOV for the loan of his HF receiver. Barry Trigger G6IKQ for his help and advice and, last but not least, Tony Howes GOHOV for the loan of his HF receiver.

When it came to the Fax mode I was unable to test live the transmit side of things as I do not know anyone else running amateur Fax. However, my knowledge of the system is severely limited I was able to tune into one or two transmissions to confirm the ease of use of the package. I was unable to receive any commercial transmissions mainly because I do not have a continuously tuned receiver. Also, for the same receiver reasons, I was unable to try the software out with weather Fax transmissions, but apparently when receiving these the printer fax option gives better results.

I have no significant criticisms of the GX-2 package and happily recommend it to any amateur who wishes to enter the SSTV mode. My SFX-222 tuned receiver. Also, for the same receiver apparently when receiving these the printer fax option gives better results.

I have no significant criticisms of the GX-2 package and happily recommend it to any amateur who wishes to enter the SSTV mode. My SFX-222 tuned receiver. Also, for the same receiver apparently when receiving these the printer fax option gives better results.

Because I went straight in at the deep-end without reading the user manual fully, I spent an amusing half hour or so getting lost in the type-ahead buffers. However, once I found myself the results received by Barry were without fault as far as the facilities available were concerned.
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Because I went straight in at the deep-end without reading the user manual fully, I spent an amusing half hour or so getting lost in the type-ahead buffers. However, once I found myself the results received by Barry were without fault as far as the facilities available were concerned.
TEST THESE RIGS 'ON AIR' BEFORE YOU BUY, AT THE
KW 'EMPORIUM'!!

+ KW MAIL/PHONE ORDER SERVICE

Backed by 35 years of supplying the radio amateur — worldwide

**YAESU FT-747 GX**
Complete with the excellent CW and AM filters, this compact HF transceiver offers 100 watts (PEP) of SSB/CW/AM on all bands, plus receive from 100kHz-30MHz, 20 memories and dual VFOs.

£655

**ICOM IC-725**
Budget HF transceiver, 100 watts output, DDS system for fast TX/RX switching (ideal for data), 26 memories and a really good general coverage Rx. CI-V computer control.

£759

**KENWOOD TS-140S**
All mode, all band HF transceiver (Inc. FM), full break-in CW, 100 watts output and a first class, general coverage receiver.

£862

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK NOW!

We also stock — Antennas: Hy-Gain, Butternut, Cushcraft, 'J'Beam, KW. ATU's — MFJ, TenTec, KW, Yaesu, ICOM. Amp Linear Amplifier, Rotators, Books, Cables, Wire, Scanners, Airband Receivers, Microphones, Morse Keys, Full range of accessories. Baluns, Traps, Headphones, AKD Filters, Antenna Switches, SWR Meters, Dummy Loads, etc.

**TEN TEC OMNI V Transceiver**
Amateur Bands 10-160M

£1,900.00

**TEN TEC PARAGON Transceiver**
+ General Coverage

£1,639.00

**TEN TEC CORSAIR II**
Amateur Bands 10-160M

£1,200.00

**TEN TEC ARGOSY II Mobile**
Or Base HF SSB/CW

£589.00

**TEN TEC CENTURY 22 CW Transceiver & GRP**

£399.78

**TEN TEC TITAN Linear Amp**
1500W 10-160M

£2,171.00

**TEN TEC HERCULES II Linear Amp**
500W 13.8V

£839.00

**TEN TEC HERCULES II PSU**
100 Amp

£660.00

**YAESU FT767GX Transceiver**
Gen. Cov. RX

£1,599.00

**YAESU FT747GX Transceiver**
SSB/FM/AM

£655.00

**YAESU FT757GX HF Transceiver**
10-160M

£969.00

**YAESU FT212RH Mobile**
2M, 45W

£309.00

**YAESU FT290R2 Mobile**
2M, Multimode

£429.00

**YAESU FRG8800 Receiver**
0.15-30MHz

£649.00

**YAESU FRG9600M Scanning RX**
60-950MHz

£509.00

**ICOM IC751A HF Transceiver**
Gen. Cov. RX

£1,500.00

**ICOM IC735 HF Transceiver**
Gen. Cov. RX

£979.00

**ICOM IC725 HF Transceiver**
Gen. Cov. RX

£759.00

**ICOM IC7000 Receiver**
25-1000+1025-2000MHz

£989.00

**ICOM ICR71E Receiver**
0.1-30MHz

£855.00

**ICOM IC7100 Receiver 25-1000+1025-2000MHz**

£989.00

**ICOM IC711E Receiver 0.1-30MHz**

£855.00

**KENWOOD TS940S HF Transceiver**
Gen. Coverage

£1,995.00

**KENWOOD TS140S HF Transceiver**
10-160

£862.00

**KENWOOD TS660S Transceiver**
10-160+6M

£985.00

**KENWOOD TS440S HF Transceiver**
Gen. Coverage

£1,138.00

**KENWOOD TS822 Linear Amp**
£1,495.00

**KENWOOD TS90E Allmode Tcvr**
2M/70CM + 1296 MHz

£1,495.00

**KENWOOD TS950S HF Transceiver**
£2,499.00

**KENWOOD TS950SD HF Transceiver**
£3,199.00

THE KW POLICY

KW's policy continues as it has done for the past 36 years — to give the customer value for money including the best service available. Every unit is tested in our TEST DEPT before delivery. We do not believe in sending out sealed packages.

HOW TO FIND US!

We are near to A229. Turn off M20 to Rochester/Chatham. Chatham Road, Sandling runs parallel to Bluebell Hill (A229). Just follow signs to Sandling.

Open 9am-5pm Tuesday-Friday, 9am-4.30 Saturdays — Write, phone or fax for further details

KW COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Communications Centre, Chatham Road, Sandling, nr Maidstone, Kent ME14 3AY
Tel: 0622-692773 Fax: 0622 764614 Telex: 965834

Prices correct at time of going to press

Lots more "Goodies" — Trade-in equipment, servicing, EXPERT ADVICE is FREE. Write or phone for brochures.

VISA, ACCESS, RSGB Cards, H.P. All the above prices are correct at the time of going to press and include VAT.

Check prices when ordering. Post/Carriage charged at cost. Orders of £200 or over, free delivery within UK.

Open 9am-5pm Tuesday-Friday, 9am-4.30 Saturdays — Write, phone or fax for further details

KW COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Communications Centre, Chatham Road, Sandling, nr Maidstone, Kent ME14 3AY
Tel: 0622-692773 Fax: 0622 764614 Telex: 965834
Many people who served in organisations that used radio have memories of certain types of equipment. For the Army it’s the Number 19 set, for the Royal Navy the B40 receiver, for the Royal Air Force the 1154/1155 set up. For Ex-

Ross Bradshaw G4DTD finds a new match for the old B2 Tx.

Merchant navy Radio Officers like myself, the Marconi ‘Oceanspan’ transmitter and ‘Atalanta’ receiver bring back certain memories.

From GCHQ and the Diplomatic Wireless Service comes the expected deafening silence or at best an epidemic of selective amnesia. This brings us quickly to the Special Forces and the SOE of the last war. To them the memory that one often hears is the B2 or, to give it its proper name, Type 3 Mark 2. But what is the B2?

was never intended to work the distances or listen to the low power signals that an amateur does. The A Mark 3 was usually used from France to England with five watts output. Yes, five watts, the upper limit that today’s QRP crowd use. For more reliable contacts, the B2 with its 20 watts was needed. As to distance, Len Key MBE GOFOX used a B2 in 1944 to work from Yugoslavia to Brindisi, a distance of 400 – odd miles. I hope to persuade him to write his account of the episode for HRT at a later date.

The B2 usually came in a small suitcase, so we will examine it as such.

In this small suitcase were four metal boxes. One contained the power supply unit, one the transmitter, another the receiver and the last was a spares box. The whole lot, laughingly classed as ‘portable’, weighed in the region of 32 pounds. My Mark 123 (see HRT August 1989) weighed less than eight pounds. But that came out about fifteen years after the B2.

The spares box contained the aerial wire, earth wire, morse key, headphones, plug-in tank coils for the transmitter, spare valves and fuses and various mains plug adaptors. The morse key could be screwed to the lid of the spares box when operating.

The psu could work from AC mains of 97-140 or 190-250 volts. This covered the main 110 and 220 volt situations. Also built in was the forerunner of the solid state inverter, an electro-mechanical device called a vibrator. This worked from a six (repeat, six) volt battery. The psu on its own weighed 12½ pounds.

Power

Refer to Figs 1, 2 and 4. On receive you have 500 volts for the transmitter power amplifier stage still applied, but due to the send/receive change over switch being on receive, the 250 volts from the psu is taken into the transmitter and then routed on segment ‘A’ of the send/receive switch to the receiver for ht supply.

From the psu we have +ht for grid bias to use on the volume control of the receiver and 6.3 volts for valve heaters as well as an earth return line. When the send/receive switch on the transmitter is on ‘receive’, we can use
the built in meter to monitor three voltages for the receiver:

Position (1) 250 volts, for receiver ht
Position (2) 500 volts, not used for receiver
Position (4) -ht supply, for receiver grid bias

Note that altering the volume control does not alter the reading on the meter in position (4), as the -ht supply is metered before it gets to the receiver.

**Transmitting**

On transmit we have 500 volts supplied to the anode of the power amplifier. The 250 volts is removed from the receiver and is now applied via R12 to the screen grid of the power amplifier and also to the anode of the oscillator valve via R11A. The -ht line is taken to earth via a section of the send/receive switch. On tune or transmit we can meter the following:

Position (1): 250 volts applied as above
Position (2): 500 volts applied to anode of pa
Position (3): pa grid current drive to the pa
Position (4): oscillator crystal current
Position (6): pa current (only on key down)

Position (4): is a good check to see if the crystal is working or not.

First look at the layout of the B2 front panel (Fig. 3). The unit at middle top is the transmitter. From left to right we have:

**The aerial terminal.** This is for a long wire aerial. The wire supplied with the B2 was 60 foot long.

**TSR switch.** This switched the B2 to either tune (T) to send (S) or to receive (R). This switch is shown in Fig. 1.

**The earth terminal.** Ten feet of wire was supplied to connect to earth proper, or a water pipe, or in some cases, a counterpoise earth was recommended.

**The tank coil socket.** As mentioned the tank coils could be used in one of two ways to give the following range coverage.

- L1A 3 MHz to 4 MHz
- L1B 3.75 MHz to 5.25 MHz
- L2A 4.5 MHz to 6.25 MHz
- L2B 5.5 MHz to 7.5 MHz
- L3A 6.5 MHz to 9 MHz
- L3B 7 MHz to 10 MHz
- L4A 9 MHz to 13 Mhz
- L4B 12 MHz to 16 Mhz

As can be seen there was an overlap for all the frequency bands.
Should you reach 0 on either of the two tuning controls while tuning, then use a higher frequency coil. For example, if you are using L3A and the control reaches 0, then use L3B. Should you reach 10 on either coil then use a lower frequency coil.

**Meter**

This was a moving coil meter to monitor various voltages and currents. The resistors used as shunts, etc. are on a board in the transmitter behind this meter.

**Meter selector**

As mentioned, to monitor various voltages and currents.

PA grid tuning. In the anode circuit of the oscillator valve is a tuned circuit consisting of two coils, L7 and L8 and a capacitor C13B. When tuning this control you are fine tuning C13B to give drive to the PA stage.

**Crystal frequency control**

In the crystal adaptor you can use the FT crystals are used, but by using a Waveband control you are fine tuning C13B to give drive to the PA stage.

**Crystal socket**

Usually type 10X crystals are used, but by using a Crystal adaptor you can use the FT 243 type as well.

**Crystal frequency control**

In the cathode circuit of the oscillator valve, this control is SW2A and SW2B.

**Waveband**

This taps certain segments of L7 and L8 by using SW2C and SW2D in the anode circuit of the oscillator valve. Note that with the B2 you had a transmitter and harmonic of the crystal and the select the fundamental or second cathode circuit of the oscillator valve

Sugar SW2A and SW2B in the anode segments of L7 and L8 by using Waveband. This is the aerial brought via the transmit/receive switch out to the PA stage.

**Crystal frequency control**

In the cathode circuit of the oscillator valve, this control is SW2A and SW2B.

**Waveband**

This taps certain segments of L7 and L8 by using SW2C and SW2D in the anode circuit of the oscillator valve. Note that with the B2 you had a transmitter and harmonic of the crystal and the select the fundamental or second cathode circuit of the oscillator valve.

**Output frequency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waveband</th>
<th>Tank coil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>L1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>L3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.2-16</td>
<td>L4B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Output frequency**

The output frequency was determined by SW2C and SW2D tapping L7 and L8 in conjunction with the tank coils and the tuning controls C21 and C22 form a PI circuit that will also attenuated harmonics that are not required.

**The Receiver**

Now we turn to the receiver. Again refer to the drawing of the front panel. Left to right again, we see: The waveband switch. The coverage of the receiver is split into three bands. Total coverage 3.1 MHz to 15.5 MHz.

**Aerial link**

This is the aerial brought via the transmit/receive switch out to the receiver. If you are using a different receiver this would be your aerial input to it.

**Coarse/finite tune**

This is the tuning control for the receiver. When using the fine tune the tuning is geared down to 50 to one.

**Tuning scale**

Unlike a normal dial read out, under the magnifying lens over the tuning scale is a scale that goes from zero to 180. With the B2 is a chart with scale against frequency. I have found the best way is to use a 1 MHz crystal marker to give you the MHz markings and keep your own scale chart, or failing that use a small oscillator into the aerial socket of the receiver and zero beat using the fine tuning control. When listening for a station replying to your calls, search a small distance each side of where the crystal was heard.

**Phones**

The B2 used low impedance phones of 120 ohms.

**BFO**

This gives plus or minus 3 kHz each side of the intermediate frequency of 470 kHz. It can be switched off for reception of broadcast stations.

The receiver itself uses four valves to give one frequency changer stage (note that there is no RF stage), two IF stages with an IF of 470 kHz, a BFO stage, detector and AF stage. It was rated as having a sensitivity of one to three microvolts to give 10 milliwatts output at 1 kHz. The selectivity was rated as 1 kHz at the 3dB points. Today the receiver is not up to the crowded amateur bands, unfortunately, but it still can be a challenge. The transmitter consists of two valves, an EL32 used as a tri-tet oscillator and a 6L6 used as a class C power amplifier. The power amplifier is keyed in the cathode circuit.

**One Crystal for Three Bands**

One can use a single crystal of say 3.509 MHz on the bands of 3.5 and 7 and 14 MHz. Note for the unwary that you can also go out on 10.527 (the third harmonic) if you are not careful. The actual tuning I leave to you but the following will assist for use of the waveband switches, etc.

So as you see, the waveband switch and tank coil selected decide the outgoing frequency.

If you ever have to work on the transmitter to clear a fault and need the power on to check voltages, look at that tagboard just above the two valves. Do not - repeat, do not - let your fingers stray onto it. Voltages, apart from the 6.3 heaters, enter the transmitter, are taken up to this tagstrip and onto the meter board and tsr switch and then back to the tagstrip and down into the transmitter. If your fingers touch that tagstrip you can have 250 volts incoming on one finger, 250 volts outgoing on another finger and 500 volts on another finger. Not nice.

Also do not let your fingers bridge the key contacts of your up and down key, otherwise you will be keying the transmitter with up to 60 milliamperes going through your finger. Also not nice.

**A Modern Receiver**

Now onto a practical suggestion for using the B2 under today’s conditions. As we have seen, the well-known B2 transmitter is crystal controlled and covers the bands 3.5MHz, 7MHz, 10MHz and 14MHz. However, the receiver does not have the selectivity required for today's operation on the amateur bands. This is therefore an idea about how to use
the transmitter with a modern receiver such as the FRG-7 or the R-600 and similar. First, what do we need to know about the B2?

The Switching
The B2 transmitter has, on the front panel, a switch marked R (receive), S (send) and T (tune). This switch, which is on the top left as you look at the front panel, has two layers. We have re-drawn the switch connectors, rather than show the original diagram. The switch was labelled (for those that have the original diagram) A, B, C, D, E, F. We have redrawn the switch in Fig.1 in a clearer form: the six segments all move when the switch is moved, so the diagram shows all the segments ganged and, like the original, is shown in the receive position.

Receive Segments
Segment A: in the receive position, 250 volts from the power unit was taken into the transmitter and routed by this switch back out again to the receiver for HT to the valves.

Segment B: in the receive position this places an earth on the screen grids of the two transmitter valves as well as the anode of the oscillator valve.

Segment C: in the receive position this places the cathode of the power amplifier valve V4 to earth.

Segment D: this is not used when in receive or tune.

Segment E: assuming the built in meter was on position 4, then the minus HT voltage for grid bias to the receiver could be monitored. If it was not, then this segment in receive did nothing.

Segment F: this placed the aerial onto the receiver.

Transmit
Segment A: this takes the 250 volts from the power unit and routes it to the screen grids of the two transmitter valves, as well as the anode of the oscillator valve.

Segment B: this puts an earth on the minus HT line to the receiver input circuits to protect them while the transmitter is being used on transmit.

Segment E: when the built in meter is switched to position 4 then the power amplifier V4 grid circuit can be monitored so as to check the input to the power amplifier.

Segment F: the aerial is now connected to the output of the power amplifier valve V4 so that transmission takes place.

Tune Segments
Segment A: as for the transmit condition above.

Segment B: as for the transmit condition above.

Segment C: this puts a resistor in series with the cathode of the power amplifier valve to limit the power when on tune.

Segment D: this is not used in the tune position.

Segment E: as for the transmit condition above.

Segment F: the aerial is removed from the power amplifier during tuning up.

Of all the segments shows, we only need to consider segment B and the minus HT line. To see why, look at the power unit. A simplified diagram is shown in Fig.2.

By taking the minus HT line to
earth we get from the power unit 500 volts for the anode of the power amplifier valve V4, 6.3 volt heaters for the valves, and 250 volts for the screens of the two valves as well as the anode of V3. Therefore, if you are going to use the original power unit all you need to do is take the minus HT line to earth in the power unit. Bear in mind that you have no need of voltages for the B2 receiver as you are not going to use it. If you are using a homebrew power unit then that only needs to be able to supply you with 500 volts, 250 volts, heaters and earth line return. This means you now have the minus HT lead going into the B2 transmitter spare for another use.

Most modern receivers are muted by taking the mute line to earth when using a nearby transmitter so, if you connect your mute lead to the minus HT lead going into the B2 transmitter as soon as you switch the B2 form receive to send or tune, the mute line is taken to earth and the receiver is muted. Simple, is it not? By using the common aerial from the transmitter as soon as you go to send or tune, the aerial to the receiver is taken to earth via segment D and protects the receiver. I have used this system some time ago when I owned a B2 and an FRG-7.

I conclude with a diagram of a vfo (Fig. 5) for the transmitter that an old amateur gave me many years ago. Alas, I have forgotten his name but I never got round to using it. It may be of help to someone who has a B2. I hope this item has shown what a good little set the B2 was and still is, and when you sit in your warm shack playing with one and the XYL brings you a cup of tea and biscuit, spare a thought for those in the past, waiting behind the locked door of a safe house, watching the time creep up to sked time, a pistol handy by the morse key, the first thing to grab when the door was kicked in, the cyanide capsule next (That's what we always do at home when someone approaches with a biscuit — Ed.)

---

**Fig. 5. The vfo and crystal oscillator circuits.**
Riffling through the last two or three years of "Metrewave" one was astonished to observe that there had been little more than passing reference to one of the pleasantest modes of amateur communication that exists, meaning net operation. Now is the time to redress that omission.

There are nets and nets: some of them are so off-putting as to discourage others from wishing to participate. More of that later. More immediately, let us take a look back over radio history to try to delve out amateur "wireless reserves" intended to encourage experienced morse operators to enrol and help to provide a valuable pool of experts versed in communication techniques and in "winking out" those signals which nobody else could hear.

In the early Thirties came the RN Auxiliary Wireless Reserve. It attracted many ex-Service W/T ops but few radio hams: in the pacifistic climate of the times anything with WAR in its title (Royal Navy Wireless Auxiliary Reserve) was to be avoided. No wonder: the horrors of WWI were only too fresh in the minds of the citizenry.

The net can be a most sociable means of communication, with a bit of care, says Jack Hum G5UM.

some of the origins of net procedure.

There is nothing new about nets. They have existed almost since the start of wireless telegraphy. Military units, especially warships, kept in contact with one another using a spot frequency. In early days the frequency wasn't very spot: the spark transmitters of 75 years ago had a decided wide bandwidth.

Nets Ancient, And ...

Up to the time of the Second World War net operation had developed into quite a sophisticated mode of communication and of course by then the valve was in universal use. No more spark: indeed, there was a clause in the then-amateur licence which warned that "The use of spark transmission is expressly forbidden" and this at a time when spark had been dead for a quarter of a century!

Yes, a sophisticated mode of communication but almost exclusively in the fighting services. The amateur movement had not latched on to it in significant numbers. It had the opportunity to do so when the Services created a dozen or so years passed and still very much in the minds of the citizenry.

Several years later in 1938 when the RAF's Civilian Wireless Reserve was formed, this climate had changed completely. The citizenry could sense the dangers ahead in Europe. Large numbers of UK hams joined the CWR and during the subsequent hostilities (w.e.f. 3.9.39) proved to be invaluable members of the manifold communications branches of the junior service.

What relevance does all this history have upon the subject of nets? Answer: quite a lot. Both the RNWAR and the later CWR were allocated frequencies (and free crystals!) not far from today's 80 metre band, there to practice nation-wide intercommunication and to learn Service procedures on what were truly spot-frequency nets, all to be shut down on the dread day of September 1, 1939.

Came the peace and with it a recognition by the amateur movement that net operation was a good thing. It became widely established in the succeeding years, to supplant the former procedure of "tuning the entire band for any possible calls" (often "impossible calls" as the same joke of the time had it).

...And Nets Modern

Nets were quickly found to be a highly sociable means of communication. Their development spread from the hf bands to the metrewave spectrum, and by the Fifties they had established themselves firmly in the 2-metre band.

It was about that time that the archetype of all nets came into existence, almost by accident an accident of nature. For it was nature that caused the devastating floods in East Anglia in 1953 when virtually all communication was literally washed out. Only amateur radio could provide any. But would it accord with the terms of The Licence? Could third party traffic be legally handled? These considerations, imposed by a cautious officialdom, became null and void when the safety of life and property was concerned.

And so out of disaster the Radio Amateur Emergency Network was born, today known as RAYNET, enjoying a high degree of organisation and liaison with the professional emergency services (for instance, its sterling work done at the time of the Lockerbie air disaster).

Today RAYNET has sublimated the art of net operation, sometimes on a common frequency, sometimes cross-band. Although less formal nets may not wish to adopt its techniques in toto, there is no doubting that it sets an example to all. So let's take a look at "the less formal".

Where To Go?

When a group or club decides to set up a network it clearly needs to decide on what bands this should be established. To most operators the 2-metre band will be a natural. To others, the superiority of the 70cm band with its greater gamut of available frequencies outside the SU
and RB channels will be evident. On 4 metres early attempts to establish nets settled on 70.26MHz, the old-time am channel. Later, as the band filled up with many B-licensees testing its charms, the need to move elsewhere up-band a bit became apparent. In the past three years there has been a significant movement towards establishing nets on frequencies clear of the busy 70.26 and 70.45MHz spots.

Even Six is slowly losing its reputation as "...the band where nobody wants to talk to you": increasing numbers of fm nets have come into existence in its upper megahertz to provide guaranteed signals at guaranteed times. Here, as on 70cm, there is plenty of frequency space to choose from. But beware: certain makes of aerial designed to peak at 50.2 give an alarming swr reading if asked to operate a megahertz higher. Operators who fail to install aerials that function over the entire two megs of Six will deny themselves the pleasure of working in the upper 1MHz and increasing numbers of people will begin to do so as DX mania subsides and Six is employed as it should be, and that is as a vhf band.

If the preference after considering 6m, 4m and 7cm should settle on 2m, the policy when a net is established should be to select a frequency in the lower megahertz of the band rather than clobbering an S-channel in the upper meg, though a sampling of local activity in this part of the spectrum may disclose that one or two S-channels the lower order ones remain unoccupied for most of the time and can be used to set up nets.

Nets are sociable affairs, then: but what of that suggestion in our opening paragraph that some of them can be a bit off-putting?

Consider two influences which colour the viewpoint of amateurs contemplating setting up a local net. One of them is the inordinate time required to complete a round when a large number of operators are involved. The other is the confusion which arises when operators fail to realise "...who is in the net" and "what my turn is": stations pop up (and in) at random times and lack of net control becomes painfully obvious.

Do you need a net controller, then? Historically, it has been found that he has his uses even though he may have little effect in persuading participating operators to say their pieces quickly to make room for the next one in. All too readily patience evaporates because of that time involved in what is popularly called "rabbitting on".

Another objection expressed is that appointing a net controller is putting one person over the rest. This point of view is accentuated when the trite term "master of ceremonies" is used to describe the controller. Elitism is suspected.

This can be minimised if a different operator is nominated to be the central person each week (or however often the net meets). This might help to give the rabbits an appreciation of net control in principle, as well.

But why have a controller at all? Why not adopt the dead-simple technique of "callbook order"? By this method each participant knows precisely when his/her turn to talk arrives. If a G8, waits until the G7 has finished. If a G4 then wait until the G3 has finished. And if there is a flock of stations in the same callsign block then quite clearly G4OUB transmits before G4VOZ and G3APY before G3NEO, and so on.

"Callbook order" means that the net starts with callsigns beginning with nought and finishes at the G-Eights. In effect, a circle is established. Confusion should be minimal. Each participant observes and announces a ten second break between overs to enable others to check in. This they do by quickly uttering their callsigns - never "break". And so the merryround proceeds on its merry way, the whole system operating automatically. All you need is a copy of The Callbook (described here a few years ago as the VHF Person's Best Friend after The Licence...remember?).

If there isn't a callbook in the house, each operator can keep tabs on what is going on by writing incoming callsigns on separate sheets of the station scratchpad, one sheet for the G0, the next for any G2s who might be around, the third for the G3s and so on up to the G8s, recording net-users in numeric-alphabetical order.

A sophisticated adjunct to this procedure may be provided by setting up talk-through facilities on another band, eg 433MHz (using an adequate antenna, not a mere rubber-ducky). Points can then be rapidly cleared while overs are in progress, and if need be a bit of a nudge imparted to the next person in if he/she appears to have forgotten.

When using duplex always announce callsign on whichever band is in use: our masters, the Licencing Authority, don't much like unidentified signals popping up, not even in the interests of brevity.

Try Callbook order, then. Test it to see how it conforms with local requirements. If you weigh it in the balance and find it wanting, or conversely if you pronounce it to be "just the job", write in to HRT and say so. You might just win a tenner for Letter of the Month.

No net system is infallible. Callbook order is less fallible than most, because there are no arguments - once you know your alphabet, all is well.
GAREX ELECTRONICS
WEATHER SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

ATARI ANIMATED SYSTEM
Automatic frame capture and animation from Meteosat, also still pictures from NOAA & other VHF satellites. Complete system from antenna to colour monitor, including Atari ST1040 computer & software £1,695.00
Atari interface unit + software £458.85

COMMODORE AMIGA
Interface + software for animation & super high resolution pictures (60 pixels x 400 lines) £458.85

PCSAT+
For IBM & clones, expandable system from XT + CGA up to 386 + VGA. Interface and standard software £458.85
Upgrade software for animation, NOAA, VGA & Paint available. Complete system: Meteosat antenna, preamp, receiver/interface, software & cables (state which computer) £668.85

COMPACT FRAME STORE SYSTEM
The basic METEOSAT system, no complications, no computer, just a plug in and go package that can be up and running in 10 minutes. Antenna through the 12' mono monitor: £995.95

NOAA BASIC Turnstile Antenna
NOAA 2 channel High Immunity Receiver
Meteosat Receiver antenna input. 2 watt audio output
£995.95

COMPLETE SYSTEM: METEOSAT antenna, preamp, receiver/interface, software & cables. £458.85

GAREX VHF RECEIVERS
A simple but versatile design capable of covering spot frequencies in the range 25-400 MHz, sensitive double superhet with choice of IF bandwidths from "W-SAT" to "12.5kHz" PMR. Single channel plug in and go complete system from antenna to colour monitor: £995.95

The basic METEOSAT system, no complications, no computer, just a plug in and go package that can be up and running in 10 minutes. Antenna through the 12' mono monitor: £995.95

SATellite SEPARATES
Meteosat Receiver antenna input, 2 watt audio output £270.25
Meteosat Preamp 15dB gain 0.625 NF GaAs FET £109.25
NOAA 2 channel High Immunity Receiver £146.95
NOAA BASIC Tunstall Antenna £39.95
NOAA BASIC Preamp 3 pole filter, boxed, 14dB gain £28.70

GAREX VHF PREAMPLIFIERS
Miniature general purpose only 10 x 9 x 30mm, any frequency range 40-200MHz, up to 25dB gain £109.25
Block versions: 5m, 4m, 2m & 137MHz (W-SAT) £11.45
Airband 118-136MHz (reduced gain) £11.45
Other frequencies in the range 40-200MHz to order £13.75
High Performance 2 metre Preamp £39.95
3 band-pass stages, 16dB gain, 168 MHz, RF switched (up to 25 watts) with gas-filled relays £39.95
Boxed version, with BNC connectors £49.95
Gas-filled relays as used in preamp £4.95

TONE BURST GENERATOR
Miniature (38x18x10mm) xtal controlled 1750Hz £17.95

GAREX DC/DC INVERTERS
A popular line for many years. Economy package: chassis section cut from commercial R/T unit, re-wired & tidied up to make a free-standing unit, no expensive cabinet, just basic value for money. £10.95
12v DC input, 250v 200mA DC output £19.95
24v versions to order. £16.95

4 METRE RX CONVERTER
High quality PMR front end by famous manufacturer, modified by Garex to make 4 metre receiver. 10-11MHZ output. Full circuit & connection details £16.95

4 METRE 0.5 WATT TX
Tx Low Power driver unit matching above Rx, with modulator, fully aligned with data £15.95
(or + xtal for 70-45MHz £19.95)

REVC0 TABLE MICROPHONES
Very high quality PTT Base Mikes 600 or 2.4k ohm (state which) £55.00

PYE ANTENNA RELAYS
12v operation, handles 50 watts up to 200MHz £11.95
6 watt add-on PA, high quality audio unit by famous R/T maker, useful for noisy areas, Public Address, boosting audio from hand-helds; new, assembled pcb, full circuit data £9.95

SCANNER BARGAIN!!!
New cabinet, sub-frame and complete MPU pcb & LCD display, front panel & keyboard for AOR2000/2002/Regency MX8000 Scanner; (less PLL & Rx) ideal for refurb, early model upgrade, spares or experiments. Amazing value only £29.95

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS FOR REVC0 ELECTRONICS LTD
Prices include UK P&P and 15% VAT
Ask for details of our Interest Free Credit

GAREX ELECTRONICS
HARRWOOD HOUSE, RAEMON STREET, TRING HP23 6AA
TELL TRING (044282) 8580
and CHEDDINGTON (0296) 668864
Callers by appointment only
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On these club contacts and forward diary pages, dates are shown approximately from the week of publication to the end of the cover month, and further into the year where dates have been supplied. We need dates at least three calendar months in advance to get them into the neareset issue. For example: the last possible issue for dates from mid-August to mid-September is the September issue. The September issue normally appears on the first Friday in August, and we need club dates by the second Friday in June. Club dates received in advance will normally be run in more than one issue. Please write and let us know if your club changes its name or contact.

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen ARS. Don. 04676 251.
Ayr ARG. Robert Paterson GM4CUB. 0292 262496. 2 Fris, Community Centre, Wellington St., Ayr.
Dunfermline RS. GMODY. 0383 413440.
Galashiels DARS. John G Campbell GM0AMB 0385 222886. Aug 26 Open Day/Mobile Rally, Focus Centre, Livingstone Place, Galashiels. Trade, bring and buy, refreshments. Talk in S22. 11am.
Glenrothes DARC. John Hardwick GM4ALA. 0592 742763 (h/t) 0506 410677 (wk).
Inverness ARC. Brian. 0463 242463.
Lothians RS. P J Dick GM4DTH 21, West Maitland St., Edinburgh. 11am.
Lincluden Inn, Abbey Lane, Lincluden, Dumfries. 1,3 Weds etc. Morse, RAE training.
Mid Lanark ARS. David Williams GM1SSA, Holytown 732403.
NORTH EAST ENGLAND
Barnsley ARS. Ernie Bailey G4LUE. Barnsley 716339. Mons St. Mary's Church Hall, Laithes Lane, Barnsley.
Bolton ARC. John Pullen G5TGE 0652 32811. Acc Club, Barton Upon Humber, All. Thurs.
Bishop Auckland ARC. Peter Fawcett G0FKZ Bishop Auckland 606818. Most Thurs.
Bourne DARC. Vince Cawthorn G4QDG 0772 422795.
Denby Dale DARC. Darran Chappell GOBWB, 221 Huddersfield Rd., Shelley, Huddersfield HD8 6BJ.
Derby DARC. Contact: Kevin Jones G4FPY 0332 669157. 119 Green Lane, Derby. 7.30pm. Most Weds.
Goole ARS. Richard Sugden GOGLZ. 01430 606819. Most Thurs.
Hornsea, Weds 8pm. Jul 17 Packet Centre.
Laithes Lane, Barnsley.
Lincolnshire: N. Lincolnshire RC. C Kirsop G6KSA, Morley Green Club, Wellington St., Worksop.
Stockton ARC. G Noble c/o Causeway Community Centre, Billingham, Stockton on Tees. Weds Causeway Community Centre 7.30. Regular RAE and Morse tuition.
Stoke on Trent ARS. D Wroe 0782 639436. 7.30pm, United Service Clubroom, 61 Micklegate, York.
Wakefield: North Wakefield RC. John Hoban 0924 825443. Thurs 8.30 White Horse Inn, Fall Lane, East Ardsley, Wakefield.
Wigston ARC. G6HJA. Leicester 403105.
York ARS. Keith Clegg G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York. Fris 7.30pm, United Service Clubroom, 61 Micklegate, York.
NORTH WEST ENGLAND
Burnley RS. C. D. W. Maccoff G4JAG, Mosses Community Centre, Cecil St., Burnley.
Carlisle DARS. G4YDI. Other = natter.
Leeds DARS. G1EBS. 0274 655355.
Loughborough ARC. Philip. 0506 412043.
Maltby ARS. Keith Johnson G1POW. Rotherham 814135. Fris, Hellaby Hall, Clifford Rd., Hellaby.
Mansfield ARS. J M Coates G4YJU. 0623 27257, Polish Catholic Club, Windmill Lane, Woodhouse Rd., Mansfield 1 Thurs 7.30.
Middlesbrough ARC. D Thomas G6FUM. Doncaster 859654. Fris, Harrow Hall, Middlesbrough.
Pontefract DARS. Colin Mills G0AAO. 0977 43101. Carleton Community Centre, Pontefract.
Rotherham ARC. F Moody. Rotherham 552925.
Sheffield ARC. M Sables. Sheffield 886683. Mons Firth Park Pavilion, Sheffield.
Spalding ARS. Dennis Houl G4OY 0705 750382 (acting). Old Fire Station, Albion St., Spalding. Linc. 7.30.
Wakefield: North Wakefield RC. John Hoban 0924 825443. Thurs 8.30 White Horse Inn, Fall Lane, East Ardsley, Wakefield.
Tennis Club, Middlegate Road, Blackpool. 2,4 Thurs.
Isle of Man ARS. J Wrigley 0624 834257.
Kirby ARS. Paul G0JJB 051 548 0452 Meets Weds, call for further information.
Lancaster: University of Lancaster ARS, S. Griffin G10HH 0524 64239. 2.4 Mons Assistant Staff House, U. of Lancaster.
Liverpool DAR. W. H. Metcalfe G6VS, 38 Kempton Rd., Wavertree, Liverpool. Tues, Conservative Club, Church Rd.
St. Helens DAR. Carol Wainwright GOCXT 0748 98004. Thurs 7.45 Community Resource Centre, Old Central Secondary School, College St., St. Helens. Regular morse tuition.
Staffs ARS. Bill G4WTP 0782 514791.
Stockport RS. John Verity G4ECI. 061 439 3831. Dialstone, Stockport. 8pm. 2.4 Weds.
Trafford AR. G. 061 748 98004. Thurs 7.30, Sea Cadet Unit, Bradshaw Lane, Trafford, Manchester.
Todmorden DAR. E. Tyler GOAEC. Halifax 882038. 1,3 Mons, Jul 17 Annual rig check; Aug 21 Junk sale.
Wyre ARS. Ian Broadbent GOKMT. 0391 7 57636. 1,3 Weds Wirral DARC. Gerry Scott G8TRY 051 630 1393. 2,4 Weds.
Wirral DAR. Gerry Scott G8TRY 051 630 1393. 2,4 Weds Iry Cricket Club, Mill Hill Rd., Ibby, Wirral 8pm. Thurs Morse class 8 pm.
Wyre ARS. Ian Broadbent GOKMT. 0391 7 57636. 1,3 Weds Fleetwood Cricket Club, Broadwaters 8pm.

WALES
Abergavenny and NH ARS. GW4XGH 0873 4655.
Aberport AR. GW0DPR. 0239878 274.
Bridge DAR. D E George GW2DGT 0656 723508.
Holyhead DAR. D. Richards, 5 Queens Park Court, Holyhead, Anglesey. 6pm. Thurs.
Newport ARS. GW7BC. 0633 62488.
Tom Golightly, Canal Rd., Ffordd, Treorchy, Rhondda.

THE MIDLANDS
Atherstone ARC. J. R. Arrowsmith GW4WA 0827 713670. 1 Weds Bull Inn, Watling St., Witherley, nr. Atherstone 8pm. Phone to confirm.
Coventry ARS. Johnathan Ward G4HHT. 0203 343412. 4 Tues, Eton Social Club, Meadow St., Abbey Green.
Salop ARS. Fred Hall G3NSY 0743 790457. 2,4 Thurs, The Olde Bucks Head, Frankwell, Shrewsbury, 8pm.
Stratford Upon Avon DAR. A. Beasley GCKJ. 060 882 495. 2,4 Mons. 7.30 Baptist Church, Payton St., Stratford Upon Avon. Telford DAR. Tom Crossley 0952 597506.
West Bromwich DAR. Bill Oakes G1YOY 021 556 3185.
Willenhall DAR. Dave G0EGG 0902 734475 8pm Brewers Droop Inn, Wolverhampton St., Willenhall, W. Mids. CW tuition, real ale.
Wolverhampton ARS. Keith. 0902 24870.
Worcester DAR. D. Batchelor 0903 64175.
Wythall ARC. Chris Pettit G0EYO 021 430 7267.

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
Axel Vale ARS. Pat Cross G0GHH. Balls Farm Cottage, Musbury Rd., Axminster.
Bath DARC. Howard GEIWI 0225 820010.
Blackmore Vale ARS. Stuart Brunton G0EKI 0747 840568. 2,4 Tues Old Coach House, Bell & Crown, A303, Wilts.
Bristol: North Bristol ARC. Chris G0DLI 0454 618627. Sept 2 Motorosa.
Bristol: South Bristol ARC. Len Baker G4RZY 0272 832222 during meetings, Whitchurch Folk House, East Bundry Rd., Willchurch, Bristol, Weds.
Comish RAC Rolf Little G7FKR 0872 72561. St. George’s Hotel, St. George’s Rd., Truro. Jul 14 Rally, 10am. Richard Landier School, Truro, Trade, bring and buy, computer and weather satellite demo, free parking.
Evesham, Vale of, DARs. John G3DEF. Evesham 6407. 1 Thurs 7.30pm, MEB Club, Community Centre, St. David’s Hill, Exeter.
Exeter ARS. R. J. Donno GTHR. Community Centre, St. David’s Hill, Exeter. 7.30pm. 2 Mon.
Plymouth ARC. Bob Slater 0752 361842. Tues. Frederick St Community Centre, Plymouth (off King St.). 7.30. RAE, Morse classes, library, reg. RAE exam centre.
Poole ARS. G0EUV 0202 67480.
Salisbury RES. Neil 0202 238908.
South Dorset RS. G. Gwilliam G4FJO 0305 781164. Wessex Lounge, Weymouth FC, Radipole Lane. 7.30 1 Tues.
Thornbury DAR. Tom Cromack G0GFI, Rose Cottage, The Naite, Oldbury on Severn, Bristol. 1,3 Weds, 7.30 United Reform Church, Chapel St., Thornbury, Evesham.
Trowbridge DAR. Ian Carter G0HHG. 0803 830383. Most Weds, 8pm, TA HQ, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge; Aug 1 Thurs evgs morse and general training.
Salop ARS. Fred Hall G3NSY 0743 790457. 2,4 Thurs, The Olde Bucks Head, Frankwell, Shrewsbury, 8pm.
Stratford Upon Avon DAR. A. Beasley GCKJ. 060 882 495. 2,4 Mons. 7.30 Baptist Church, Payton St., Stratford Upon Avon. Telford DAR. Tom Crossley 0952 597506.
West Bromwich DAR. Bill Oakes G1YOY 021 556 3185.
Willenhall DAR. Dave G0EGG 0902 734475 8pm Brewers Droop Inn, Wolverhampton St., Willenhall, W. Mids. CW tuition, real ale.
Wolverhampton ARS. Keith. 0902 24870.
Worcester DAR. D. Batchelor 0903 64173.
Wythall ARC. Chris Pettit G0EYO 021 430 7267.

SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
Aylesbury ARS. Martyn Baker GOGMB. 1,3 Weds 8pm (July, Aug 1 Wed only). Hardwick Village Hall (A413 N of Aylesbury).
Basingstoke ARC. Andy Wynn G1TO 0256 647646. Forest Ridge Community Centre, Sycamore Way, Winklesbin, Basingstoke. 7.30pm. 1 Mons.
Bedford DAR. Ray GOEYM. 0234 244506.
Bracknell DAR. M. Andrews G0E7A 774371. Bracknell Community Association Centre, Victoria St. 7.30pm. 1,3 Mons. Club net C6BRH or G4JXG, 2m 2, 4 Mons, 8pm.
Broadhurst, G0BRC, G7BRC. Kelvin Fay 0634 376981.
Brighton DAR. Peter. 0273 607737. 1,3 Weds, Roast Beef Bar, Brighton Racecourse, Elm Grove, 8pm. Jul 15 Sussex AR and Computer Fair (formerly Sussex Mobile Rally), Brighton Racecourse. Ron Bray G8VHE 0903 763978.


Bury St. Edmunds ARS. Ian Capon G0KRL 0369 70527. Upper School, Beeton Way, BSE 3 Tues. Jul 17 Satellites and their working Pat Gowen G3IOR.


Canterbury: East Kent ARS. Brian Tart, Herne Bay 366322. Canterbury High School, Knight Ave. 1,3 Thurs, 7.30pm. Jul 19 Talk by Ken Smith; Aug 2 Operating night, Coastguard Station, Bishopstone; Aug 16 Barbecue; Sep 6 Operating night.

Chesham DARS. L Cabant 09278 3911. Stable Loft, Bury Farm, Pednor Rd., Chesham. 8pm Weds.

Cheshunt DARC. Roger Frisby G4OAA 0992 464795. Thurs.

Chichester DARC. P. Godbold. Steyning 814516. Guide Hall, Denne Rd., Horsham, Sussex. 8pm. 1 Thurs.

Chingford: Silverthorn AR. Andrew Moxbey GOLNS 081-529 4489 5.30-6.30pm wkdays only, Chingford Community and Adult Education Centre, Friday Hill House, Simmons Lane, Chingford, London E4 6JH. 7.30 Fri.

Clifton ARS. Martin Brown G0QDC 081 691 2341.

Coulsdon ATS. Alan. 081 684 0610.


Dunstable Downs RC. M. Spacey 0582 30664. Room 3, Chews House, 77 High St. South, Dunstable, Beds, Fri.

Eastbourne EARC. G1BRC 0323 29913.


Farnborough DRS. Tim Fitzgerald G4UQE 0276 292312. 4 Weds, Railway Enthusiasts Club, off Hawley Lane (M3 bridge).

Farnborough, Hants.


Grafton RS. Rod Harrigan G0JUZ 071 368 8122 ext. 245 office hours. Meetings, Emergency Control Centre, Sevenoaks District Council Offices, Sevenoaks, Kent. 8pm 3 Mons.


Southend DRS. S. Blinkhorn G1XGP, 101 Lord Roberts Ave., Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.


South East Kent (YMCA) AR. Brian Joyner 0304 852533. Dover YMCA, Godwynheur, Leyburne Rd., Dover, Weds. 7.30.

Stevenage DRS. Pete Daly G0GTE 0438 729491 1,3 Tues. Ground Floor, D block, Ridgemonde Training Centre, Telford Ave.

St. Albans Venual AR. Alan G1LNT 081 462 2689. The Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens, St. Albans. 7.30. 2,4 Tues.

Sevenoaks DARS. Barry Leggett. 0732 741222 ext. 245 office hours. Meetings, Emergency Control Centre, Sevenoaks District Council Offices, Sevenoaks, Kent. 8pm 3 Mons.

South West Sussex ARS. G1NVR 0705 28648. NVR 0705 28649. quizzes, films, etc. 2 1st Tues.
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Packet Radio from the Specialists!

Siskin Electronics have a policy of supplying the best range of packet radio equipment available for the radio enthusiast. We have examined the products of many manufacturers and are pleased to be able to offer what must be the widest range of equipment available from just one UK supplier. All prices include VAT and were valid when going to press.

Packet Accessories

- PACCOMM HandiPacket (1e TNC) £199.00
- MicroPower 2 £149.00
- Microsat PS K Modem New £189.00
- PC-120 dual port PC specific card £199.00
- PC-320 dual port PC card £299.00
- Tiny-2 with PMS version 3.0 £129.00
- TNC-320 dual port HF/VHF £179.00
- 9600 baud modem £95.00
- Real Time Clock £49.00

Software

- AE APT3 AMTOR/RTTY New £169.95
- PK232+MAILBOX £319.95
- PK232 MAILBOX upgrade £POA
- KANTRONICS Data Engine (56,000 baud!) £POA
- KPC2 HF/VHF with Wexla £165.00
- KPC4 VF/HVF dual port £242.00
- KAM all modes with Wexla £285.00
- "Smart Watch" Real Time Clock £149.95

Update News

- PacComm version 3 PMS now ex - stock, phone for details.

Packet Accessory

- AEA
- MicroPower-2 £149.00
- Microsat PS K Modem New £189.00
- PC-120 dual port PC specific card £199.00
- PC-320 dual port PC card £299.00
- Tiny-2 with PMS version 3.0 £129.00
- TNC-320 dual port HF/VHF £179.00
- 9600 baud modem £95.00
- Real Time Clock £49.00

Transceivers/Receivers

- Navico AMR 1000 Transceiver £247.00
- Navico AMR 1000S Transceiver £299.00
- CTR 2M handy incl: TNC lead £169.00

Software

- We supply driver software for most computers FREE of charge with all TNC purchases.

The "SRW Kilowatt"

An easy 400 watts O/P, Mains Powered HF Linear Covers all 9 Bands — 1.8 to 30MHz
Only 14" wide, 10" deep and 5" high. Fits on desk!
Built-in mains PSU
Total weight under 7Kg
Drive with any 50 to 100 watt O/P HF rig
Quick and simple to tune. Dip C1, Load C2!
Now in full production at last!

Would you like to run the full 'Legal Limit' and:
- Keep that daily sked with VK, even when the band seems dead?
- Work all the DX, even without a beam, tower and rotator? (The 6dB power gain of a linear is much more cost effective.)
- Beat the pile ups, get that DX station first call?
- Be 2 'S' points stronger, the strongest signal on the band?
- Conduct 'tests' and QSOs on frequencies being used by illegal intruders?
- Present a 50ohm load to your rig, and maintain the full 400 watts O/P power up to band edges, with no ATU?

Then help yourself... ORDER AN "SRW KILOWATT!"
Only £561+VAT
direct from the designers/manufacturers

S. R. W. Communications Ltd.,
Astrid House, The Green, Swinton,
Malton, North Yorkshire Y017 0SY
Tel: Malton (0653) 697513

Please write or phone Steve Webb, G3TPW, for more details and leaflets.
---

**BINDERS**

FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION OF HAM RADIO TODAY MAGAZINES

£6.80 Inc P&P

TOP QUALITY
SMART
EASY TO USE

ASP READER SERVICES ARGUS HOUSE BOUNDARY WAY HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP2 7ST

Telephone your order (0442) 66551

Please supply HAM RADIO TODAY BINDERS @ £6.80 each inc. P&P

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>(Please make cheques/postal orders payable to A.S.P.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Or debit my ACCESS/VISA Expiry

Please allow 20 days for delivery

---

**ADVERTISERS’ INDEX**
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GCHO ........................................................... 55
HRT Binders ................................................ 53
ICOM ........................................................... 10, 11
KW Comms .................................................... 39
Lake ........................................................... 55
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RAS ............................................................. 55
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RN ............................................................... 55
SEM ............................................................. 38
Siskin .......................................................... 51
Skeleton Crew ............................................... 56
SMC ............................................................. 51
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SRW ............................................................. 38
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**HRT PCB SERVICE**

Ham Radio Today can supply ready-made, pre-drilled printed circuit boards for some of our published constructional projects. The board reference number contains the essential information for identifying and ordering a board from our PCB Service. The first two digits give the year of publication, and second two the month. The extension number gives the number of projects available from that month’s issue.

Please send orders to: HRT PCB Service, ASP Readers Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST. Please make cheques out to ASP Ltd. Payment can also be made through Access and Visa cards by telephone on (0442) 66551 during office hours. Please specify HRT.

HRT 8806-1 Electronic Morse Keyer .................................................. £5.50
HRT 8901-1 Electronic Morse Memory ............................................... £5.50
HRT 8909-1 Europa Tone Burst ....................................................... £3.50
HRT 8910-1 Superhet Receiver PCB1 ............................................... £4.00
HRT 8910-2 Superhet Receiver PCB2 ............................................... £3.25
HRT 8910-3 Superhet Receiver PCB3 ............................................... £4.00
HRT 8910-4 Superhet Receiver PCB4 ............................................... £3.25
HRT 9002-1 3.5MHz Regenerative Receiver ..................................... £8.80
HRT 9008-1 “Neopolitan” SMD VFO ............................................... £3.25

Please send me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of boards</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Price code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post and packing</td>
<td></td>
<td>£0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>£</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total enclosed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Block capitals please

Name .................................................................

Address ...........................................................

Postcode ...........................................................

Access and Visa credit card orders can be taken by telephone on (0442) 66551 during normal office hours.

---
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A HANDY NEW ADDITION TO OUR VERSATILE MULTIMETER RANGE

£38.98 inc. VAT please add £1.00 for p+p

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER

An extremely useful hand-held capacitance meter measuring from 1 pF to 20,000 µF in nine ranges.

Features include:
- 13mm, 3.5 digit LCD
- Zero adjustment
- Low battery indicator
- One year warranty
- Supplied with battery (PP3), manual and test leads
- Just one of our many low cost Digital Multimeters - send for full details

Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranges</th>
<th>Res. (µF)</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000pF</td>
<td>0.1pF</td>
<td>+ (0.5% + 1 digit + 0.5pF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nF</td>
<td>1.0pF</td>
<td>+ (0.5% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20nF</td>
<td>10pF</td>
<td>+ (0.5% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200nF</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>+ (0.5% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2µF</td>
<td>10pF</td>
<td>+ (0.5% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20µF</td>
<td>100pF</td>
<td>+ (0.5% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200µF</td>
<td>1µF</td>
<td>+ (1.0% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000µF</td>
<td>10µF</td>
<td>+ (2.0% + 1 digit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overload protection: 0.25A, 250V fuse
Excitation voltage: 3.2V, all ranges
Dimensions: 180 x 85 x 38mm

OUT NOW!
The new Cirkit Catalogue
- 184 pages
- Discount vouchers
- 1,000's of products

Cirkit
SAME DAY DESPATCH - 0992 444111
Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts. EN10 7NQ
Tel. Enquiries (0992) 441306 Fax. (0992) 454457

Kenwood TS440S & Auto ATU
One of the finest HF transceivers ever produced by Kenwood. Whether used as a base station or mobile — its superb specification rates it high amongst its competitors.
TS440S with auto ATU AND FREE power supply — at list price of £1,282 or 48 payments of £43.08.

WITHOUT AUTO ATU £1039
Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers.

1. These advertisements are offered as a free service to readers who are not engaged in buying or selling the same equipment or services on a commercial basis. Readers who are should contact our advertising department who will be pleased to help.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when space becomes available.

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a first come, first served basis, subject to condition 2. As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee the insertion of a particular advertisement into any particular magazine.

4. Readers should either write out their advertisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it. The first word will appear in bold.

5. The magazine cannot accept any responsibility for printers' errors in the advertisements. However, we will do our best to ensure that legibly written advertisements are reproduced correctly. In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discretion, a corrected version of the advertisement will be printed (at the advertiser's request) in the earliest issue in which space is available.

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept responsibility for the contents of the advertisements, and by acceptance of these conditions, the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the publisher against any legal action arising out of the contents of the advertisement.

7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to accept or to delete sections of advertisements where this is judged necessary. Illegal CB equipment is not acceptable unless specified as suitable for conversion to amateur or legal CB frequencies.

8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith; however, the publisher cannot be held responsible for any untruths or misrepresentations in the advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.

9. Advertisers must fill in their names, addresses and (if available) telephone number in the space provided, and sign the form to indicate acceptance of these conditions (forms returned without a signature will not be used).

10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertisement should be entered into the space provided on the form printed in the magazine. A photocopy is only accepted if accompanied by the corner of this page. All advertisements must give either a telephone number or address for respondents to contact or both — these must be included in the advertisement.

11. Advertisements must be 40 words or less in length including the address or phone number information. Telephone numbers normally count as two words, exchange or exchange code plus number.

Name
Address

---

I accept the conditions above.

Signature
Date

Send this form to: Free Reader Ads, Ham Radio Today, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST

please mention HRT when replying to advertisements
R. N. Electronics

Professionally Designed Equipment for Amateurs

Our reputation for high quality equipment has spread and we are now regularly sending 6 metre transverters around the world. In every case our equipment is individually tested and awaits to meet these high specifications.

SECOND HARMONIC: <-70dB
INTERMOD: <-32dB
SPURII: <-25dB
NOISE FIGURE: <25dB

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Low noise (<1dB) GaAs FET Pre-amplifiers for 6m, 4m and 2 metres. RF or DC through switching (Max 100W p.e.p.)

• Indoor boxed unit £38 + £2 p&p
• Masthead (line powered) with indoor DC feed unit £75 + £4 p&p
• LOW NOISE GaAs FET MASTHEAD PRE AMPS for 50MHz, 70MHz, 144MHz, 432MHz and 904MHz
• 200W POWER HANDLING £99 + £4 p&p

RECEIVER CONVERTERS
10MHz receive, 2M IF. With thru switching on transmit use with 6m transverter and work 10m/6m Crossband £45 + £2 p&p

RECEIVE ONLY CONVERTERS
2m IF for 4m, 6m or 10m, receive £39 each + £2 p&p each
10M IF for 2m, 4m or 6m receive £39 each + £2 p&p each

MET. ANTENNAS
50MHz: 3 el. £42.95, 5 el. £64.40, 70MHz 3 el. £37.30 p&p £4.50

SEMI CONDUCTORS
• BGY41B 450MHz 15W Module £20 + £1 p&p

37 Long Ridings Ave, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM13 1EE. Tel: 0277 214406

THE KITS AVAILABLE FOR ALL THE BANDS
Guaranteed complete to the last nut

COMPACT 80m CW QRP Tx/Rx
DTRX KIT - £39.00 Ready Built - £50.00
• Stable VFO • Sidetone • Audio Filter
• Requires 12/14 VDC • Very detailed Instructions • Black steel case • Printed panel

COMPANION ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
T1U Kit - £39.25 Ready Built - £50.50
T2U Kit - £48.00 Ready Built - £58.50

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
(calls by appointment only)

G6XBH GIRAS G8UUS
Visit your Local Emporium
Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR:
• YAESU • AZDEN • ICON • NAVICO • ALINCO

ACCESSORIES:
• WEZ Range, Microwave Modules, Adonis Mics, Mutek Pre-Amps, Barenco Mast Supports, DRAE Products, BNOS Linear & P.S.U.'s
• AERIALS, Tunes, New Diamond Range of Mobile Whips, Jaybeam

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE
JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wallaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1DU
OFF Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) & A609 (Ilkeston Road)
Monday-CLOSED Tuesday-Saturday: 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Tel: 0602 280267

G CHQ

RADIO OFFICER
A CAREER WITH A DIFFERENCE

Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) are specialists in all aspects of communications and as a RADIO OFFICER you would be trained to undertake wide ranging duties covering the complete radiocommunications spectrum from DC to light.

Not only do we offer Comprehensive training but also:–
• Good Career Prospects
• Competitive Salaries
• Varied Work (opportunities for moves within UK and Overseas)
• Good Career Prospects
• Generous Leave Allowances
• Job Security
• Professional Pension Scheme
• Promotion (Salaries include an allowance for shift and weekend work).
• Not only do we offer Comprehensive training but also:
  • Spectrum from DC to light.
  • Undertake wide ranging duties covering the complete radiocommunications aspects of communications and as a RADIO OFFICER you would be trained to
  • Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) are specialists in all

QUALIFICATIONS
a. You need to hold or hope to obtain a BTEC National Diploma (or HNC/HND) in a Telecommunications, Electronics Engineering or similar discipline. Special consideration will be given to applicants holding an
  • Other qualification incorporating morse background experience - the Radio Officer
  • Between 29 and 52 weeks - depending on

SALARIES (Reviewed Annually)

Mos
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ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE — OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY ON REQUEST.

Order Line: 0442 66551
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 061-446-2437
Fax: 061-445-978 Tlx: 666762 PAMACO G

Giant range of accessories. Contact us today for very fast, friendly service, competitive prices, widest range and latest products.

FOR SALE

JSM PACKET Software and Modems for the Commodore 64/128. Digiprom V4.05 has split screen, Node Path, 40/80 column. Mail storage. 4 ports. Upgraded Node and much more. Available on cartridge or disk. Modems are dual 300/1200 baud. Computer or externally powered. Available in kit form or ready built. For full details of this Amateur Radio Service, write to JSM Electronics, P.O. Box 26, Billingham, Cleveland TS23 3FT.

FOR MORE DETAILS ON RATES AND COPY DEADLINES CALL JOHN BRASIER ON 0442 66551

MISCELLANEOUS

SPARES, SERVICE MANUALS & REPAIR SERVICE

Sales, service manuals & comprehensive Repair Service available for all makes of TV & Hi-Fi equipment. Stereo, CRX, PTA, Soundcraft etc. We Specialise in Logic & Bell. Tel: 0442 891140 Mail Order Only

HEATHKET UK. Spares and service centre. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12, Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

FOR SALE

Aerials & Lashing Equipment

T.A.R.

AERIALS & LASHING EQUIPMENT

TAR COMMUNICATIONS

37, Leigh Rd, Atherton, GT Manchester

Tel: 0942-891140 Mail Order Only

FOR SALE

FM Transmitter Kits

Also a Telephone Bug Detector Kit

These are Commercial kits — We also stock a selection of Scanning Receivers, etc. for the latest deals ask for our FM catalogue.

OUTLINE ELECTRONICS

37, Leigh Rd, Atherton, GT Manchester

Telephone Atherton (0942) 891140

FOR SALE

Course for City & Guilds Radio Amateurs Examination

Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCSE, Career and Professional exam. etc) write or phone THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JN100, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS Tel: 081-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or 081-946 1102 quoting JN100

For more details on rates and copy deadlines call John Brasier on 0442 66551

FOR SALE

JSM PACKET Software and Modems for the Commodore 64/128. Digiprom V4.05 has split screen, Node Path, 40/80 column. Mail storage. 4 ports. Upgraded Node and much more. Available on cartridge or disk. Modems are dual 300/1200 baud. Computer or externally powered. Available in kit form or ready built. For full details of this Amateur Radio Service, write to JSM Electronics, P.O. Box 26, Billingham, Cleveland TS23 3FT.

FOR MORE DETAILS ON RATES AND COPY DEADLINES CALL JOHN BRASIER ON 0442 66551

MISCELLANEOUS

SPARES, SERVICE MANUALS & REPAIR SERVICE

Sales, service manuals & comprehensive Repair Service available for all makes of TV & Hi-Fi equipment. Stereo, CRX, PTA, Soundcraft etc. We Specialise in Logic & Bell. Tel: 0442 891140 Mail Order Only

HEATHKET UK. Spares and service centre. Cedar Electronics, Unit 12, Station Drive, Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

FOR SALE

Aerials & Lashing Equipment

T.A.R.

AERIALS & LASHING EQUIPMENT

TAR COMMUNICATIONS

37, Leigh Rd, Atherton, GT Manchester

Tel: 0942-891140 Mail Order Only

FOR SALE

FM Transmitter Kits

Also a Telephone Bug Detector Kit

These are Commercial kits — We also stock a selection of Scanning Receivers, etc. for the latest deals ask for our FM catalogue.

OUTLINE ELECTRONICS

37, Leigh Rd, Atherton, GT Manchester

Telephone Atherton (0942) 891140

FOR SALE

Course for City & Guilds Radio Amateurs Examination

Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCSE, Career and Professional exam. etc) write or phone THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JN100, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS Tel: 081-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or 081-946 1102 quoting JN100

For more details on rates and copy deadlines call John Brasier on 0442 66551

FOR SALE

JSM PACKET Software and Modems for the Commodore 64/128. Digiprom V4.05 has split screen, Node Path, 40/80 column. Mail storage. 4 ports. Upgraded Node and much more. Available on cartridge or disk. Modems are dual 300/1200 baud. Computer or externally powered. Available in kit form or ready built. For full details of this Amateur Radio Service, write to JSM Electronics, P.O. Box 26, Billingham, Cleveland TS23 3FT.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE — OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY ON REQUEST.

Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF
Order Line: 0800 262 963

Giant range of accessories. Contact us today for very fast, friendly service, competitive prices, widest range and latest products.

ACCESSORIES
Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 061-446-2437
Fax: 061-445-0978 Tlx: 666762 PAMACO G

RETAIL NETWORK

BIRMINGHAM
HEWARD'S HOME STORES LTD.
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham B44 9RT.
Tel: 021-354 2083

DISTRIBUTORS OF
-wholesale
Giant range of accessories. Contact us today for very fast, friendly service, competitive prices, widest range and latest products.

DURHAM
COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE
Units 8 to 10, Chestnut Industrial Estate
Newburn, County Durham DH2 1AS
Tel: 091 4106969

- Largest Display in the North East
- Opens 6 days a week — Ample Parking
- Mail Order — Large Secondhand Display

LONDON
LOWE ELECTRONICS
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD
223/225 Field End Road
Eastcote, Middlesex HA5 1QZ
Tel: 081 429 3256

OXFORDSHIRE

LANCASTER
LANCASHIRE

DEVON
AGRIMOTORS
Merton CB & Radio Centre
Merton Garage & Post Office, Merston,
Nr. Oakhampton EX20 3DZ. Tel: (0805) 300
Open 6 days a.m. Lunch 1-2. Tues. closed Thurs. 1pm
(Sundays by appointment)
Supplies of all 27MHz and 934MHz equipment
Amateur Radio Stocked
Tel: (021) 4752426

BIRMINGHAM
RAYCOM COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
International House,
963 Wolverhampton Road, Oldbury,
Wolley, West Midlands B69 4RT.
Tel: 021 544 5767
Opening hours 9.30am-6pm Mon-Fri
Send just £1.50 (refundable against purchase)
for latest catalogue + our exclusive products & used list

BIRMINGHAM
B&C ELECTRONICS
51 SIR HILTONS RD
NEWTON, BIRMINGHAM B31 3NH
New and Used
Amateur Radio and Computer Sales
Electra antenna main dealer and commission
sale items always required
BRUM'S PREMIER JUNK SHOP
Tel: (021) 4752426

ELLIOTT ELECTRONICS
for the Radio Enthusiast
26-28 BRAUNSTONE GATE,
LEICESTER,
TEL: 553293
Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm

KENT
Icom (UK) Ltd.
Unit 8, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: 0227 369464 Fax: 0227 360155
Open: Mon-Sat 9.30am.

ADVERTISERS
FOR MORE DETAILS ON RATES AND COPY DEADLINES CALL 0442 66551

PROCOMM (UK)

CASH - CASH - CASH - CASH

LONDON

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD
56 North Road, Darlington
County Durham DL1 2EQ
Tel: 0325 486121

OXFORDSHIRE

Northampton
Vanner's
Scanner and C.B. Centre
Sales, Service and Repairs of Scanners, C.B.s, Phones,
Answer Machines, Radios etc.
Agents for Garex, Revco, Bearcat, Linden, Panasonic,
Port Exchange. All items welcome
34 Gloucester Avenue, Northampton
Telephone 0604 766704
ACCESSORIES

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE — OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY ON REQUEST. Order Line: Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF 0800 262 963

Giant range of accessories. Contact us today for very fast, friendly service, competitive prices, widest range and latest products.

RETAIL NETWORK

SURREY

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford
Open Mon-Fri 8am-6.30pm Sat 8am-5.30pm
Secondhand wanted
0483 505756

WEST SUSSEX

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD
HIGH ST., HANDCROSS, WEST SUSSEX.
T: 0944 400786
Situated at the Southern end of M23. Easy access to M25 and South London. Open Mon-Fri 8am-5pm except Wed. Open 9am-12.30pm, Sat 10am-4pm.

SCOTLAND

LOWE ELECTRONICS
GLASGOW
Sole U.K. Distributor for KENWOOD
4/5 Queen Margaret Road,
Glasgow, Scotland G20 6DP
Tel: 041 945 2626

NORTH WALES

T.M.P COMMUNICATIONS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CHWYD
NORTH WALES 0244 849583
LARGE STOCK OF SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT (Changing Daily)
OPEN THROUGHOUT THE WEEK 10am - 6pm except Tuesdays and Sundays
EXTENSIVE REPAIR / CALIBRATION SERVICE

AMATEUR RADIO SHOP
4 CROSS CHURCH STREET
HUDDESFIELD HD1 3PT
Telephone 0484 420774

Good range of
YAESU & KENWOOD
plus quality second-hand equipment

CALL
0442 66551
TO ADVERTISE

NORTH WALES AMATEUR RADIO MART
AMATEUR RADIO — CB RADIO — MARINE RADIO — P.M.R
25 ABBEY STREET, RHYL
Open Monday-Saturday: 11am-5.30pm
All repairs and accessories available ex stock. Mail order welcome.
Tel: 0745-51579

N. WALES

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way Glenrothes
Fife KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)
Open: Tues-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-4, Sunday by appointment
Good range Kenwood & Yaesu etc, plus ICOM. Quality Secondhand Equipment

Rates: Lineage 50p per word + VAT, minimum £8.10. Semi-display £9.00 + VAT per single column, min. size 2cm x 1 column. No reimbursements for cancellations. All advertisements must be pre-paid.

CLASSIFIED COUPON

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
Daytime Tel. No: _____________________
Signature ____________________________
Date ____________________________

[ ] FOR SALE [ ] SOFTWARE [ ] WANTED
[ ] EQUIPMENT [ ] AERIALS [ ] OTHERWISE STATE

please mention HRT when replying to advertisements
**C150**

The Standard C150 supercompact 2m transceiver having all the usual features that you would expect from a modern microprocessor controlled radio – plus several new ones.

- Frequency range 144-146MHz (with extended Rx capability) – up to 5W RF output (switchable Hi-Mid-Low).
- 20 memories (10 banks of 10).
- Power requirements 5.5-16V dc.
- Superb sensitivity – less than 0.02V (12dB SINAD).
- 14 different monitoring methods (True Watch modes!).
- Individual and group call paging functions available.
- Semi-duplex operation with separate Tx and Rx frequencies.
- Squelch Off button.
- Battery Save and Automatic Power Off facility.
- Built-in S-meter.
- Squelch good case.
- Soft touch buttons & knobs.
- Rotary knob or pushbutton frequency selection.
- PTT and keyboard locks (rotary knob is left active).
- Socket for external microphone, speaker and power supply.
- A comprehensive range of accessories is available, including OTHMF and CTGCS.
- Size 124mm H x 55mm W x 31mm D.

£239.00

**C528**

Standard have done it again! You all now know how popular the C500 is, well now here is their latest dual band – the C528 (not to be confused with the Japanese version, the C530). The European version has all the facilities that you want in a base station, let alone a handheld!

- Direct 13.8V in for 5 Watts out.
- VHF 25W, UHF 2W with CNB151 NiCad pack.
- Dual displays.
- Power save function.
- Multiple memories.
- Priority channel.
- Tone squelch (optional).
- Programmeable offsets.
- Coded paging function.
- Various scanning modes.
- Programmeable step sizes.
- 144-440 UHF, 50-875 Rx only.
- Separate Vol. & Squelch controls for each band.

£379.00

**AX 700E**

At last – a scanner from Standard! For longer than I can remember people have been asking why Standard do not make a scanner – well now they do! I now hear English speaking readers available which is as it should bring you good fortune. You can see from the photographs that the AX 700E has maintained Standard’s reputation for excellence. The storage scaling liquid crystal display not only shows the frequency, mode and so on, it is also a panadaptor for those of you who are now to scanning I had better explain what this is. The vertical line on the left hand side of the display is to show signal strength and the horizontal line along the bottom is the frequency range. This range can be set to 100, 250 or 1000kHz. The frequency displayed at the top of the display is the centre frequency of the line. In other words, if the displayed frequency is 145.500MHz and the width of the display is set at 1000kHz, then the top band line would cover 145.250MHz and the bottom band would cover 145.750MHz. Now comes the magic. Every time a signal comes up on one band the display will shift to show another section of the range. The height will show the signal strength and the position will indicate the frequency. By simply turning the tuning knob, the height will move up with the new signal and the exact frequency will be displayed at the top of the screen. No wonder for with this display it is possible to monitor the activity on up to 100 channels simultaneously. For instance, you are listening for a specific signal but you only know the band that it is in and not the spot frequency, just set up the appropriate band edge and then all looks will show the display. Any signals that then appear can be monitored as outlined and turned to seconds. With what a worthwhile scanner can be for you!

£755 inc P.S.U.
Yaesu's FT-736R.
Because you never know who's listening.

Why just dream of talking beyond earth?
With Yaesu's new FT-736R VHF/UHF base station, you can discover some of the best DX happening in ham radio.
You see, the FT-736R is the most complete, feature-packed rig ever designed for the serious VHF/UHF operator. But you'd expect this of the successor to our legendary FT-726R.
For starters, the FT-736R comes factory-equipped for SSB, CW and FM operation on 2 meters and 70 cm, with two additional slots for optional 50-MHZ or 1.2-GHz modules (220-MHZ North America only).
Crossband full duplex capability is built into every FT-736R for satellite work. And the satellite tracking function (normal and reverse modes) keeps you on target through a transponder.
The FT-736R delivers 25 watts RF output on 2 meters, 220-MHZ, and 70 cm. And 10 watts on 6 meters and 1.2-GHz.
Store frequency, mode and repeater shift in each of the 100 memories.
For serious VHF/UHF work, use the RF speech processor. IF shift. IF notch filter. *CW Narrow Optional and FM wide/ narrow IF filters. VOX. Noise blanker. Three-position AGC selection.
Preamp switch for activating your tower-mount preamplifier.
Even an offset display for measuring observed Doppler shift on DX links.
And to custom design your FT-736R station, choose from these popular optional accessories: Iambic keyer module. FTS-8 CTCSS encode/decode unit. FVS-1 voice synthesizer. FMP-1 AQS digital message display unit. 1.2-GHz ATV module. MD-1B8 desk microphone. E-736 DC cable. And CAT (Computer Aided Transceiver) system software.
Discover the FT-736R at your Yaesu dealer today. But first make plenty of room for exotic QSL cards. Because you never know who's listening.

UK Sole Distributor South Midlands Communications S.M. House, School Close Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY. Tel: (0703) 255111
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. FT-736R shown with 220-MHZ option installed.